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The shoah in the New century

EDITORIAL

THE SYNAGOGUE MUST COME
OUT OF THE ARK
differ about when and where
theTIE
synagogue
began.
But it is
STILL
VEWS OF
SCHOLARS
widely accepted that it predates the
destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem
in the year 70 CE. So this venerable
institution, which also gave birth to
church and mosque, is at least 2,000
years old.

The world into which the synagogue
was born was very different from
today's culture. Yet there is every
indication that the synagogue is and
will remain for the foreseeable future
the key institution of Jewish life, the
primary focus of Jewish affiliation. It
began as a local place of prayer, study
and meeting sited at a location
convenient to the population and not in
a special holy place. Given those broad
criteria, the synagogue still looks the
best bet for Jewish continuity as it
enters its third millennium.
But all is not well. Except where the
synagogue houses a rare charismatic
rabbi, it is seldom a magnet for Jews
outside of the ultra-Orthodox Jewish
world. Judaism cannot live by rare
charismatics alone. The fact that 50°/o
of all British Jews between the age of
21 and 35 are unaffiliated is the most
eloquent of many statistics demanding

change and transfomation.
That will not be easy. As an
unknown wit once put it: `How many
synagogue leaders does it take to
change a light bulb? Change? Change?
Myzez.degavethatlightbulb.'Butitis
part of our inherited British ethic to
knowthatthereisnogainwithoutpain.
The synngogue will need to change
in terms of scale. Despite the
considerable charm of the small
community with a single-handed rabbi
as the only full-time professional, the
economics no longer work. The singlehanded GP fiving over the surgery had
to give way to the team of health
professionals in a health centre some
time ago. A similar pattern must now
emerge for the synagogue.
In less than a generation's time we
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will have fewer but larger synagogues. We will have alliances and
mergers. We will have moved from the
mini-sfefz.eb/ to the maxi-Judaism
centre. It will be a maxi-centre made

personal and welcoming by its multidisciplined staff. Such a Jewish
religious, educational, cultural and
social centre will provide more
attractive facilities, more choice, a
much wider range of programmes, a
mutuallysupportiveprofessionaltear.
There you will find a variety of
mz.7!);oJ!z.7„, a day school, a coffee
lounge, a beg.f mz.d7i¢sfe, a social action

centre. Even in the case of small,
isolated communities we will need
alliances, subsidised travelling teams
and cross-communal Jewish centres
which offer a magnet to the entire
Jewish community of the area.
Financing will need to change. If we
are to find the money to provide the
kind of facilities and staffing that the
Jew of the 2 1 st century requires, each
community will have to build up a
substantial endowment fund to supplement its income from subscriptions
and fundraising. We are going to have
to train people to remember their
synagogue in their will as a major
contribution to ensuring the Jewish
continuity of their children and of their
children's children, both literally and
metaphorically. J7# #.rzw, if you will it,
that is no dream!
The way we rLm communities will
also have to change in response to the
pressures on the time of lay people,
particularly young lay people. Our
leadership needs to be able to devote
its precious, non-working time to
leaning their Judaism, living their
Judaism, enjoying their Judaism, bringing the values of Judaism into their
leadership, rather than on endless and
stultifying exercises in anxiety about
the roof, the caretaker and the office.
Next, the way we employ rabbis will
have to change. We have to find new
formulae, new structures for employing our rabbinate, ways that offer

respect for their leaning and skills,
which do not treat them as junior
employees but rather as unique
resources, people dealing Jewishly and
daily, as no one else in society, with
the anguish and joys of people's lives.
We have to support rabbis with
adequate administration and clerical
back-up and enable them to lead multidisciplinary teams of specialists - in
education, in outreach work, in
community development.
Mostimportantofall,thesynagogue
will need to change the way that it
functions. It is no longer enough to
carryonofferingthetraditionalpattem
of a service, an adult education
programme, a cheder, a youth club and
a handful of social activities. The
community must develop a shared
vision of the many ways to meet the
needs of its members and prospective
members. It needs a multiplicity of
programming which provides a vast
array of doors into Judaism, an array
reflecting the complex wants and
backgrounds of a membership of
individuals of all ages. It needs active,
skilled outreach - to its own
membership as well as prospective
members. Almost every member
would be better served if the

community knew both what they want
and what they can do and give. By
personal contact, by mentoring and
by `buddying', as the Americans put
it, Jewish identity was never more
fluid than it is now. Needs and selfperceptions change. What must be
constant is contact, support and
guidance through the many doors that
multiple programming creates.
If Jews are to live their Judaism
through the synagogue, the synagogue
must become an institution that is
fully alive, challenging in its vision,
at the cutting-edge in facilities and
communication, as rich and varied as
digital television in its programming
and ever sensitive to the need to reach
out and support its Jewish population
along their various Jewishjoumeys I

vVIHy RALrsTIHIAHs
WANT THEIR

TASSOVER' LIBERATION
Paul Usiskin

Israel's pre-eminent military

ZE'EV
andSCHIFF
political IS
commentators.
ONE OF
Though he writes for a left of centre
Israeli newspaper, ZJcr 'o7~e/z, he is not

one to voice anything other than centre
views, especially on Israel's future
relations with the Palestinians.
Suddenly in the last few weeks he has
2

begun to reveal another perspective:
"...On territorial issues, Israel can do

more than has been discussed publicly
so far... Israel can even be forthcoming
when it comes to Jerusalem." What
has caused this change of stance?
Palestinian sources suggest that he has
come to see that the future is bright
and the future is a Palestinian state
whose territorial perimeters could and
should be more than currently assumed
-say to the level of 70% of territory in
the West Bank and that the limits on
Jerusalem which is de /czcto a city
divided between East and West can be
more accommodating. There is a
growing sense that even though not
all final status issues were determined
by the original end of May 2000
deadline, Israel will be the second
country to recognise Palestine after the
USA if or when Arafat declares
independence sometime this summer.
This feels like a replay of history.
Just over fifty years ago, were we not
waiting expectantly for the declaration
of Israeli independence with bated
breath and rising emotion? And are
not the Palestinians full of the same
hope fulfihaent? Are we not the last
people on earth to deny others what we
Lave ourselves? Should we not be
encouraging
another
people's
statehood?
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Should we be mealy-mouthed and
bitter about granting someone else the
right to call their land their land? Do
they have to have suffered our fate
before achieving this? Is four thousand
years of suffering - an Inquisition and
a Holocaust thrown in for good
measure - the dues you have to pay
before earning independence? Can we
continue to see ourselves as Jews
supporting Israel as long as lsrael's
`normal' existence is at another
people's expeuse?

This "nomal'' Israel faces "nomal"
issues - corruption in high places,
strikes for better pay and conditions,
the power of the synagogue versus the
power of the state, demands for the
fulfilment of election promises
especially on the withdrawal from
Lebanon. These are matters which
have accompanied Israel's game of
nation statehood. And all of it has a
Jewish-Zionist-Israeli ethos, not
because these are peculiarly JewishZionist-Israeli matters, but because it
all takes place within the context of a
Jewish state which we have not had
quite like this before. Sct we act blas6
and take it all apparently in our stride,

watching others repeat so much of this
elsewhere, nodding sagely to ourselves
an!d s,ffgiv8 "Nu, betah, alla mah? "
which could mean as much as "well,
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With successive

hand,shakes on
the White House
lawn, the
Zionism which
inpetled Israeli
leaders up to
the late
YttittzhakRabin
has dissipated,
because it won.

yes of course we don't do things that
way", or "yes of course that happened,
it was obvious that it would, what did
you expect?" It is the difference
between the blood spattered remains
of a ministerial suicide in the 70s and
"what foreign funds in my party's
election campaign?" today. And the
Maalot massacre in the same period
and the Taibe shoot-out in March this
year. Or the Beirut airport operation
that Ehud Barak led as a commando
officer and the attempt to fight
clinically against Hizbollah with
helicopters.

The British and the Americans
sought to avoid loss of life in their
attacks against Milosevic by aerial
bombardment without ground troops
directly deployed, so why not Israel in
Lebanon? Israel the regional power is
entitled as a Jewish regional power to
be seen protecting its most precious
commodity, the lives of its people and
of its soldiers. Is this not normal? If
you prick us Israelis with Katyushas
and suicide attacks do we not bleed
and respond with all the military might
we have?
And if a pledge is given to withdraw
from Lebanon and seek peace with
Israel's most implacable of all
enemies, Syria, should this not be
Continued on next page
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pursued? After all, this is not a
throwaway line, not just another
election victory speech by another self
seeking politician. Just as US
presidents want to leave their
imprimatur on a Middle East peace
deal, so Israeli Prime Ministers want
their names in the history books too.
Menachem Begin's name is there for
eternity, even though behind the
successful accord with Sadat there was
a yawning vacuum in domestic policy.
Why not Ehud Barak's, too, despite
the fact that he still has a steep leaming
curve to climb in the transition from
general to politician. But had he not
been a general he would not have been
a prime ministerial candidate. And in
Israeli life this is sadly normal still.
For the Palestinians these are all
serious blows. Until the start of the
Oslo peace process, there were two
deeply engaged opposing ideologies Zionism and Palestinianism. Now
there is only one and it seems to be
shadow boxing.
With successive handshakes on the
White House lawn, the Zionism which
impelled Israeli leaders up to the late
Yitzhak Rabin has dissipated, because
it won. In its place is an almost Blairite
politics-by-management, where prime
ministers need not espouse any
particular historical, ideological
stance, butjust manage the issues. And
the people see that the Zionist dreani is
realised. The state exists and Israelis
want normalcy and believe they have
it. Peace with the Palestinians is hardly
an issue. Israelis did not even vote on it
in the last election. They leave it to
those managers to sign the document.
The next document to be signed
will not be on the final status of West
Bank or Gaza or Jerusalem. So now
there is a complete imbalance. The
Palestinians, frustrated by the grinding
pace of peace are still carried along by
their dream. Only their opponents
simply are not there any more. They
have gone to Thailand for their
holidays or they are at Brent Cross on a
shopping spree. These Israelis only
know about the wars of Israel's
survival from films and books. For
them Lebanon is a throwback to the
last century and an overlong military
operation that, like peace, is about to
be concluded.
Becoming normal is not an
experience for which the Palestinians
are ready. You see this in the detail
with which the Palestinians follow
every
development,
however
insignificant, in Israeli society. The
minutiae are chewed over, perhaps a
little relish is added, then the whole is

4

The comparison
between Israel on
the verge Of its
birth and Palestine
and its birth is
uneven. Even
Palestihians admit
that they are a bit

Of a rabble when
they recall the
institutional
inf rastructures the
Yzizshav had in

place by May
1948. To be afree

people in our own
land was the hope
and Israel is the

f ulf rlnent Of it.
digested, providing a sense of
satisfaction that this particular news
bulletin has revealed something new
and precious about Israel on which the
next moment depends. AIL Israel needs
do is sit down and negotiate and
tomorrow Palestine will arise out of
the ashes of decades of Palestinian
defeat and failure, dispersal and
despair, rejection and poverty. Is this
nomial? That you have a fatal desire to
know what the next-door-neighbour is
doing to the exclusion of your own
immediate problems? Well I suppose
to some it may be. But for a whole
nation in waiting? And is it normal for
there to be virtually no correlative or

reciprocal interest in the Israeli media
for the daily soap opera that is life for
the Arafats in Gaza city?
Israel has been there, done that, and
got the pyramids and the scars of the
Holocaust to show for it. Its lust for
normalcy has overtaken its grasp of
reality. But you camot keep going to
the beach on Saturday in Tel Aviv to
swim or do rz.A:kefdz.7%, and ignore the

euraged jealousy of the neighbours
who want to do the same thing but
camot. The longer you ignore them,
the more they will want to make you
pay for their lack of... anything they
can think of. Is it any wonder that
Yassir Arafat and Hizbollah and
Hamas are heroes to the Palestinians guerillas and freedom fighters, the way
Moses and Aaron and Joshua and
CalebandYosefTrumpeldorandAbba
Kovner and Yitzhak Sadeh and
Yitzhck Rabin have become for Israel?
Should it be a surprise that they see
themselves as in bondage to us and
yearn for a Passover of their own, an
alleviation of their plight?
As Israel is not prepared to go away,
neither is Palestine. But this can all be
neatly consigned to local Mid-East
matters. It is not likely to affect the
lives of British Jews and why should
it? Is it accurate to reflect that the Israel
that this diaspora has found it hard to

engage with - you know that Prayer
for the State of ...... where you have
already been on holiday and it was full

of loud, brash people - is now even
less significant than ever? It has
become an ordinary, everyday place
with ordinary, everyday things to offer,
or not, as the case may be. And it can
take care of itself and do as it pleases.
And its normalcy must never be taken
for granted or, at its most divisive, be
misinterpreted as a sign of weakness.
To be normal is to be strong.
The comparison between Israel on
the verge of its birth and Palestine and
its birth is uneven. Even Palestinians
admit that they are a bit of a rabble
when they recall the institutional
infrastructures the Yishuv had in place
by May 1948. To be a free people in
our own land was the hope and Israel is
the fulfilment of it. Our diaspora is not

lusting after a coming together with
others in one place it can call its own.
But the Palestinians are. And until they
attain their dream, Israel and its
Diaspora carmot be quite normal yet I
PAUL USISEN was bor# i.# £oHdo# b#f feas'
lived in Israel and served as a Lieutenant in the
Israel Defence Force. A television Director and
Producer, he is Chair Of RSGB's Israel Planning Group and also Chair of Middlesex New
Synagogue in Harrow, North London.
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en schools
BOOST SHOOLS?
Helena Miller
NATIONAL VARIATIONS IN
JEWISH IDENTITY: IMPLICATIONS
FOR JEWISH EDUCATION

Edited by M Cohen and
Gabriel Horenczyk,
State University of New York Press:
Albany, 1999, pp 325,
ISBN 0-7914-4371-X, hb $21.95

W::s|T:ohio:::in:a.:ye::¥:i:
Sternberg Centre in Finchley, he
produced a wonderful project to
complement his studies on "The
Twentieth Century". Arieh decided to
write about his great grandmother, who
at the age of ninety-nine, has lived
through the whole of the twentieth
century. Her story is not an unfamiliar
one to many Ashkenazi Jewish
finilies in Britain. Her family arrived
in London from Eastern Europe at the
very end of the nineteenth century and
she was born and grew up in the East
End of London, "migrating" by stages
to her home around the comer from the
Stemberg Centre, where she still lives
in good health today. The relationships
of her finiily to Judaism and to their

Jewish identity are also finiliar - a
journey from orthodoxy and
observance to varying degrees of
assimilation and commitment. As
Steven M Cohen writes in his
introduction to National Variations in
Jewish Identity :
In the great migrations of the
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries...
millions of Jews moved to modemity.
hevitably, these changes demanded
a wide diversity of responses and
formulations of what it means to be a
Jew in the modem world.

The book is an elaboration of the
key themes presented at a conference
held in January 1994 at the Melton
Centre for Jewish Education in the
Diaspora of the Hebrew University,
and is based on the lectures delivered
at the conference. Four groups of
authors write from four different
perspectives, spanning from East to
West, from secularism to observance
and from convergence to conflict. All
the chapters explore those cultural and
social trends in modernity that have
the most significant impact upon
individual Jews, Jewish communities,
Judaism and, ultimately, Jewish
identity. What makes this book more
than a geographical or historical tour
through Jewish modernism - as
stimulating and absorbing as that is on
its own - is the emphasis placed on the
educational implications of tbe
arguments presented by each of the

authors. Jewish identity is a "hot topic"
in the world of Jewish education. I
opened this book with some
anticipation: how does Jewish identity
vary and why? Can Jewish education
impact on Jewish identity? Is it
possible to create a dynamic Jewish
education that helps to create or
develop a viable Jewish identity. Each
of the authors admits that there is no
easy answer to any of these questions.
Each tackles the issues from different
viewpoints. I would like to reflect on
three of their themes and their
implications for education:

• the tension between Judaism and
modernity
• the distinctiveness of different
Jewish societies
• the locus of education
Firstly, the tension between Judaism
and modemity. The historian Michael
Meyer shows how modernity has
fragmented Jewish identity and caused
a proliferation of sub identities. Meyer
relates a narrowed Jewish identity to
competing external identities in the
non-Jewish world in four different
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ways, exploring a variety of
possibilities in the way that the
boundaries between elements of our
lives can be played out. Daniel Elazar
develops this theme of Judaism in the
modern world, observing the
challenges that an acceptance of
universalism and a desire to become
partofthelargerworldasacomerstone
of Jewish Identity can bring. But the
result, in terms of Jewish education
has been devastating. As Elazar
observes:
In the Diaapora, communities seeking
modemisation or assimilation into
what were for them new societies
either rejected or neglected proper
Jewish education of their children,
both at home and in the schools.

The results of this are apparent in
our own communities today, where we
are too often struggling to provide
Jewish leaning experiences that have
no connection to other aspects of our
pupils' lives. As Elazar writes:
Education is only successful when it
is part of a total life experience.

Jewish education is partly about
equipping our pupils to live full Jewish
lives. As this quotation reminds us, we
will be most successful where we are
adding layers to a lifestyle and life
experiences that already exist, or where
there is potential for development. This
relates to Jewish ethics and values, as
well as to practice and raises questions
about the content, transmission and
viability of Jewish education in the
present world.
Ih7hilst the first section of the book
focuses on aspects of Jewish
modernisation, the rest of the
contributors highlight the variations
andfocusupontheparticularprocesses
that have emerged in specific societies.
European, British, Israeli, Canadian
and American Jewry are each
discussed. The authors show that
Jewish identity is distinct in different
countries and both Deborah Dash
Moore and Bethamie Horowitz
emphasize regional variations as well.
I was particularly interested in the
essay by Geoffrey Alderman - it is not
often in a pubfication from the United
States that a whole chapter is dedicated
to British Jewry. Steven Cohen, in his
introduction, writes that:
Alderman's historical survey of
British Jewry picks up on the themes
of diversification and fragmentation
presented earlier, and offers a
narrative of the ongoing tensions
between Britisb Orthodoxy and
Reform.

This

partly
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misrepresents

Jewish education
is partly about
equipping our
pupils to live f lull
Jewish lives.
Tine will be most

successf iul where

we are adding
layers to a lifestyle
and life
experiences that

aheady erist, or
where there is
potentialfior
development.
Aldeman's essay. It is true that the
historical survey accurately charts the
development of Jewish schools as both
"engines of assimilation" as well as
"preservers of cultural and religious
difference". But the tensions that
Alderman emphasizes are a result of
the creation in Britain of a multicultural society, in which ethnic
separatism has become respectable.
The controversy he describes is
between those Jews who believe in a
private practice of Judaism and those
who believe in the freedom to display
it publicly. We have moved away from
the days where Jewish schooling
focused on social integration and
assimilation into wider society. As this
happened, Judaism increasingly
became "private", part of one's inner
self, confined to appropriate Jewish
settings. We live at a time when
"public" displays of Judaism have led
to a new lease of life for Jewish
schooling and, indeed, for Jewish life.
Alderman does mention the divide

amongst religious and non-religious
Jews, Zionist and non-Zionist Jews,
but does not discuss these tensions in
terms of Orthodox and Refomi Jewry.
It emerges from the essays that the
locus of education has to be both in the
home and in other settings for it to
have an impact on our Jewish Identity.
It needs to take place through the
formal and informal education systems
and we need to address the educational
needs of the whole finily as well as
pursuing a commitment to educate our
children. This is not news to Jewish
educators - we are dealing with these
issues every day. Many of our
communities now have thriving family
education programmes as well as
formal and informal programmes for
children, an emphasis on lifelong
leaming for the whole community and
supportforpractisingJudaismathome.
We have an increasing number of
Jewish primary schools, with Clore
Tikva in Redbridge and Clore Shalom
in Hertfordshire joining the Akiva
School, as well as three further groups
in the process of setting up schools in
the Greater London and Manchester
areas. The effect of these initiatives on
the Jewish Identity of the participants
may well make the sequel to this book.
Through the essays in this book, the
authors show us how geographical and
historical journeys have given us
communities which display significant
variations in the manifestations of their
Jewish Identities. What strikes me as
more remarkable is the fact that we
have in common numerous features
and trends. The details vary
enormously, but the underlying issues
are common to us all. Arieh's great
grandmother would recognize this
journey for members of her family:
from "private" to "public" Judaism,
from part time to full time Jewish
schooling and from assimilation to
c;ornrn:i:rfueat. National Variations in
Jen/z.sfe Jde73#.ty does not give us all the

answers to the questions about Jewish
Identity. But it does explain how and
why it differs. It does look at the
conditions that will foster a climate in
wbich Jewish education can affect
Jewish Identity and it does begin to
address the dynamics of Jewish
education in relation to the
development of a viable Jewish
Identity. It is a good survey of present
knowledge and helps us to grapple with

a complex problem .
DR HELENA mLER I.s' ffee dep#fy d!.recfor
at the Centre for Jewish Edueatton. She has a
doctorate in Jewish education a[nd is the author
Of books and journal articles on the visual arts
and Jewish education.
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source of extreme moral and
psychological
discomfort
for
generations of Jewish devotees of
Shakespeare who, like myself, regard
the collective works as one of the
towering achievements of the human
mind.
How is it possible to view Shylock
as anything other than a grotesque
theatrical embodiment of all of those
characteristics which we immediately
identify as the stock components of
anti-Semitism, from the time that Jews
were first branded as the killers of
Christ?
Shylock is portrayed as murderous,
greedy, vengeful, pitiless, contemptible, fanatical, hateful, cruel and
swollen with hubris. The Jewish
spectator -but by no means Jews only
-recoils, understandably, in horror and
disgust.

8

Stephen Gross
But for the Jewish spectator, I
suggest, there is a primal spasm of
repulsion which springs from an
unconscious identification with
Shylock. This is what I call the Jewish
Shadow. I believe that a closer, more
dispassionate reading of the play,
underpinned by a more open
receptivity on the part of the Jewish
spectator, may well disclose a
considerably more sympathetic
Shylock, whilst affording us an even
deeper, if painful, insight into why
Jewish admirers of Shakespeare find
Shylock, with little hesitation or
exception, the most disturbingly
repellent character in all the great
literature of the world.
What needs emphasising from the
outset in any evaluation of
Shakespeare's dralna is that however

wondrously universal its ultimate
achievement - his own contemporary
Ben Jonson claimed, ` Shakespeare was
not of an age but for all time' - it
remains inescapably a product of its
own historical time and place.
Shakespeare was an actor/dramatist
striving to earn a living and support a
fiinily. He was part of a living theatre
that had evolved out of its own history,
steeped in its own traditions and
reflectingvividiyitsreligious,political
and moral environment. Like any
commercial enterprise in any age it
needed to sustain itself by offering its
patrons saleable products.
The A4lerc%cz7zf o/ ye7zz.ce, written in

1594/5, is based on a story written in

the late fourteenth century but not
printed until 1558 in a collection made
by Ser Giovani of Florence entitled
`J7 Pec¢veJ?e ', in which a Jew features

as a villain. The two most likely
contemporary
sources
for
Shakespeare's Shylock are in the first
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Throughout the play, Shakespeare subtly
countexpoints the surfu,ce villainy Of
Skylock with an underlying hamantry that
manages to attain a true nobility in its
suffering and forbearance as well as in its
alain to the right Of difference.
case literary -Marlowe's `77!e Jen; o/
A4lczJza ', whtten about four years earlier.

Secondly, political, being the execution
at Tyburn in 1594 of Roderigo Lopez,
a Jewish physician accused of
attempting to poison Queen Elizabeth.
V\7hen we Jewish readers come to
examine more closely and dispassionately the character of Shylock as it is
written, within the total context of the
play, rather than as it is performed on
the stage, where it is too easily subject
to crude caricature and distortion, I
believe a different Shylock will
emerge. Such a reading will recast the
common perception of Shylock as the
grotesque Jewish villain of Christian
tradition into a much more morally
significant and complex figure.
Throughout the play, Shakespeare
subtly counterpoints the surface
villainy of Shylock with an underlying
humanity that manages to attain a true
nobility in its suffering and
forbearance as well as in its claim to
the right of difference. There are a
number of examples of this throughout
the play and we need look no further
than the most celebrated and readily
quoted `...Hath not a Jew eyes...' from
Act IH Scene I. In this speech, Shylock,
or more to the point Shakespeare,
presents the case for a common
humanity, as much a part of the reviled
Outsider Jew as of the indigenous
Venetian Christian. Among other
commonalities, they both share a

desire for revenge for which the
character of Shylock is so abominated
by his enemies. But here Shylock
infers. a crucial intepretation of his
vengefulness, ithen at the end of the
speech quoted above he declaims:
`If a Jew wrong a Christian, what is

the htmility? Revenge. If a Christian
wrong a Jew, what should bis
sufferance be by Christian example?
Why,revenge.Thevillainyyouteach
me I will execute; and it shad go hard
but I ivill better the instruction.'

The popular Jewish reading of
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Shylock, though one certainly not
exclusive to Jews, is that he is meant to
represent the inherent or natural evil of
the Jew. He is the universal or mythical
Jew of Christian tradition who, among
other things, will always choose
revenge and material riches before
mercy and human love. It is important
to remind ourselves that in a number of
his other plays Shakespeare provides
examples of fathers cursing their
daughters for filial disobedience. In `4
Midsummer Night's Dream', Bgous
actually calls for his daughter's
execution under Athenian law because
she loves a man not of his choosing.
Whilst almost certainly creating for
the entertainment of his popular
audiences a kind of pantomime,
Shylock the Jew as grotesque villain
at whom the groundlings in the pit
could hiss and laugh, Shakespeare at
the same time demonstrated an
extraordinary
sympathy
and
understanding for what we might call
the Jewish experience. It was, after all,
this profound understanding of even
his most hateful characters that has so
contributed to the enduring reputation
of his creative genius.
The singularly defining principle of
Shakespeare's understanding of
Shylock's apparent villainy is that it is
reactive, a consequence of his
experience. This is in crucial contrast
to that of Shakespeare's other
infamous villains, from Aaron the
Moor in the euly `Titus Andronicus ',
to Richard Ill, Iago and through to
Edmund in `Kz.7€g fe¢r', who are
portrayed as constitutionally evil; they
perpetrate their foul deeds purely for
their own sake. Evil is their essence,
their natures are terminally corrupt,
their pursuit of evil is what sustains
them. This is, however, not the case
with Shylock. This is why I would
strongly argue that he carmot be called
evil, quite apart from the fact that,
unlike the aforementioned, he does not
actually perpetrate a dastardly act, even

though it was his intention to do so.
Even then the act was technically
within the law of Venice.
The first strain within Shakespeare' s
sympathetic exploration of Shylock's
`dark' character is what might be

termed the religious or historical. Here
Shakespeare recognises the effect upon
Shylock, as a Jew, of his identification
with the historical experience of the
Jewish people of ceaseless hatred and
vilification. In the play this is shown in
relation to his major protagonist and

tomentor Antonio.
`1 will feed fat the ancient grudge I

bear him. He hates our sacred nation;
and he rails, even there where
merchants most do congregate. Oh
me, my bargains, and my well won
thrift, which he calls interest. Cursed
by my tribe if I forgive him! '
(Act I Scene IH 42-46).

In these few lines, Shakespeare
astonishingly defines Shylock's
character both in its individuality as
well as in its representation of the
collective feelings of all his historical
people.

The second strain within the reactive
foundation of Shylock's character is
the societal or contextual (whilst both
strains effectively coalesce). It is here
that Shakespeare suggests that
Shylock, who as a Jew in a Christian

environment and so, de /¢cfo, an
Outsider and an Alien was, to a marked
degree, a product of the society in
which he battled to survive.
The Venice in which Shylock lived
was a pulsating centre of mercantile
capitalism. There the entrenched fear
and mistrust of its Jewish community
(hardly unique to Venice at that time)
foisted upon him the financially
indispensable but equally reviled role
of usurer, crucial in financing the
commercial ventures of merchants like
Antonio.
It was, too, a city awash with
hedonism, profligacy and frivolity best
personified in the play by Bassanio
and Lorenzo. This intemalisation by
Shylock of Christian Venice's ethical
code is perfectly exemplified in the
lines quoted earlier:
`If a Christian wrong Jew ....

The villainy you teach me I will
execute and it shall go hard but I will
better the intervention. '

The reviled Outsider is elsewhere
examined by Shakespeare in terms of
his intemalisation of the base values
and practices of his new masters or
adoptive society. In `27!e reropes£ ', for
example, the native Caliban protests

against the chiding of Miranda in the
Continued on next page
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First Act:
`You taught me language, and my
profit on't is, I know how to curse.
The red plague rid you for leaming
me your language. '

Here is an accusation so very
redolent of Shylock's. Two of the most
superficially monstrous characters
created by Shakespeare for his popular
audiences he sought to explain, to no
inconsiderable degree, in terms of their
experience as victims of a hostile and
abusive environment.
I now want to consider the second
part of the title of this piece: `The
Jewish Shadow'. What do I mean here
by the tern Shadow? As a specific
psychological concept the term was
first used by Swiss psychologist Carl
Jung, who in 1 945 defined it simply as
`the thing a person has no wish to be'
(C.W. 16 para 470). It referred to that
negative side of the personality, the
sum of all those unpleasant
characteristics we want to hide, the

has caused us, quite understandably,
extreme disquiet. We either simply
avoid the play altogether, in some
cases calling for its banishment from
live performance (I shall return to this
issue below) or, at best, sit through a
performance in considerable unease,
especially when Shylock is on stage.
As Jews we can only suffer `7lrfee
A4:ercfecr#f o/ ye7„.ce' as a liberal

gesture towards the freedom of artistic
expres sion
and
as
an
acknowledgement of the irrepressible
universality of Shakespeare' s genius.
No Jewish spectator of the play can
surely be free of this most disturbing
moral and psychological tension.
When I talk of the Jewish Shadow,
I allude to that intemalised and deeply
suppressed image of ourselves which
history's most rabid Jew-haters have
fed so insidiously into Western
consciousness. There is a long and
shocking history of grotesque
stereotyping of the Jew, certainly

The Wehice in which Skylock lived was a

pulsating centre Of mercandle capitalism.
There the entrenched fear and rhistrust
Of its Jewish community faardky unique
to Wehice at that tine) f;oisted upon kin
the financially indispensable but equally
reviled role Of usurer, oructal in

ftrancing the corrmercial ventures Of
merchants like Antohio.
worthless, inferior and primitive side
of our nature. The `other person' in
oneself, our own dark side. Because
we don't wish to recognise this shadow
side of ourselves we split it off from
our conscious mind where it becomes
locked away in our unconscious.
In doing so it prevents us from
moving towards greater psychological
wholeness and integration of
personality when both the `good' and
`bad' aspects of ourselves are brought
together in consciousness as a creative
unity of opposites.
I would suggest therefore that for
we Jews, most particularly since the
Holocaust, the character of Shylock
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though not exclusively in the Christian
West which infamously assumed its
cataclysmic outcome in the Nazis'
preparation of the Gemian nation for
the extermination of Europe's Jewish
population.
As with all stereotyping of one
group by another, those who are the
victims of such a process will come, to
some degree, to identify with this
image of themselves, however extreme
its distortions. The degree to which
this occurs is strongly correlated to the
power and control that the defining
group is experienced as possessing by
their victin(s). Shylock, as we know,
was a vulnerable Outsider living under

the civic authority of christian Venice.
This is one example of a seemingly
inescapable psychological process
whereby we come to see ourselves as
we perceive others as seeing us
however consciously we might strive
to deny or repudiate that image. We
Jews are no exception. However much
we may rail, either individually or
collectively against this idea, we have
to some degree come to internalise
the ugliest picture of ourselves that
others have drawn. This is, however,
immediately suppressed, that is, split
off from our consciousness and driven
down into our unconscious mind. This
is the Jewish Shadow.
Shylock carries our Shadow in a
vigorously embodied form. When we
see Shylock on stage we can no longer
effectively sustain this denial or
suppression of those aspects of
ourselves as Jews that we have
ingested from the virulent two
thousand-year-old culture of Jew
hatred. Shylock forces us to
consciously confront the very worst
that we think of ourselves as Jews.
This is why we revile the character as
much as we do. Shylock confronts us
with our own anti-Semitism.
We turn in disgust away from
Shylock the character as well as from
`The Merchant Of Vevice' as a. whole.

Weseriouslyquestionwhethertheplay
should even be performed. Our
argument, which would appear
persuasive and popular among both
Jews and non-Jewish audiences, is that
the play may actually contribute to
anti-Semitic sentiment, or at least
reinforce that which already exists. It
is, the argument declaims, not a play
for the post-Holocaust era. However
justifiable this position, there remains
for we Jews something much deeper
and more urgent: we need to splinter

the mirror that reflects our own selfloathing.
It is not of course only this Jewish
Shadow that is activated in us by
Shylock. He does embody a great
many shadow aspects of all of us as
individuals: Jews and non-Jews alike.
After all, it is not Jews alone who feel
vengefulness,
greed,
hatred,
pitilessness and pride. Here, however,
might lie the key to the enigma of
Shylock's inordinate impact upon
audiences. He remains for all his
villainy or, more to the point, because
of it, one of the most memorable of all
Shakespeare's characters. He is, I
contend, even more memorable than
the other great villains, notably
Richard Ill, Iago and Edmund, and that
this is because he is the most human.
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We can understand his villainous
behaviour however much we might
deplore it and as a result we can more
easily identify with it. We understand
it because it is prinarily reactive and
contextual rather than constitutional
and gratuitous. It is because we can

identify with it that Shylock has a
life for tLs outside of the play and so

we wish to kill bin off by banning
the play. The likes of Richard, Iago
and Edmund can be contained for us
within the confines of the stage and
therefore do not threaten us as does
Shylock. They remain, however
complex, however evil, merely
chancters in a play. Shylock, on the
other hand, has become a character
who inhabits our own inner world. He
exists as our shadow self: human, all
too himan. If there is one character
that best illustrates Shakespeare's
inimitable genius for representing the
truly himan, it is his vilified Shylock.
This most controversial of all
Shakespeare's plays raises any
number of aesthetic, moral and
political questions. I will, however,
identify three with which Jewish
audiences may be particularly
concerned. The first of these is whether
or not the character of Shylock is
redeemable. Then there is the question
astowketh!eI`TheMerchautOfvevice'
is in fact an anti-Semitic play as
opposed to being merely a play about
anti-Semitism. Thirdly, I return to the
question posed earlier as to whether or
not the play should be performed at all
in this post-Holocaust era. The first
two questions are predominantly
aesthetic, that is to say, dependent on
our particular reading of the play,
whilst the last is a moral and political
question.
I want to argue that Shylock is, in
fact, ultimately redeemable, perhaps to
Jewish audiences particularly because

he takes upon himself the collective
act of the entire Jewish people in
their revenge against Christianity

for its two thousand years of hatred
and persecution. Shylock becomes a
kind of avenging angel who comes to
liberate the Jewish people from the
bondageofrepressionandhumiliation,
best personified in the play by the
character of Antonio. Shylock will not
be bought off with money:
`If every dlicat is six thousand ducats

Were in six parts, and every part a

ducat
I would not draw theni, I would have
my bond-,
(Scene I Act IV 85-87)

He seeks justice not for himself
alone but, I contend, much more
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I want to argue that
shyiockis,infect,

ultinately
redeemable,
perhaps to Jewish
audi,ences
particularly
because he takes

upon himself the
collective act Of the

endre Jewish
people in thdr
revenge against
Christianity fior its
two thousand years
Of ho[tred and
persecution.
significantly, for the entire Jewish
people. In this way the play could be
read as the Jewish search for justice
against
Christian
persecution,
ultimately undermined by Christian
sophistry. Perhaps in the end Shylock
is redeemable only as the failed
redeemer.
I:s `The Merchant Of venice ' an arrdlSemitic play, whilst being certainly a
play that shows the anti-Semitism of
Venetian society some time between
the late fourteenth century and late
sixteenth century? There seems to be
no obvious way of answering this
question that is not entirely subjective
and speculative. However, there are
two approaches to it that may establish
just a little objectivity in this regard.
Firstly, is the play likely to have
increased or contributed to antiSemitism in the world at large and
then, was Shakespeare himself antiSemitic?
It would, I suspect, be difficult not
to imagine that for most of the
audiences throughout the 400 years of
the `:A4lercfe¢72£'s ' history, their own

anti-Semitism, however latent and
whatever its primary source(s), could
only have been reinforced by
anything other than the most astute
and open-minded reading of the play I
was earlier suggesting.
As to whether Shakespeare himself
was anti-Semitic, we shall never really
know. What anyway do we really
mean by the question? Was he openly
and aggressively so, like members of
today's far right political parties? I
think probably not, as there were
hardly any Jews around in his time in
England anyway. Did he, however,
carry within his own psyche
prejudiced and distorted images of
Jews bred by 1600 years of Christian
Jew hatred and stereotyping? The
answer here must surely be yes. In the
same way that we white women and
men, Jew and non-Jew, carry a psychic
legacy from the white colonisation of
black peoples, so too was the man
Shakespeare pervious to his cultural
inheritance, which included its own
strains of anti-Semitism. In the play,
however, this sublimely humanitarian

artist writes against his own
prejudices. He transcends his own
inherited antipathies in reaching a
profound realisation of the Jewish
people' s longing for justice.
The last of my questions asks

whether, at the time when the full
scale and horror of the Holocaust has
entered near global consciousness,
though anti-Semitism obstinately
remains globally pervasive, `7lfee
A4lercfecz#fo/7re#z.ce'shouldanylonger

be performed?
For a liberal society to ban any work
of art for aesthetic, moral or political
reasons is, I feel, a hugely dangerous
action, more likely than not to prove
counter-productive by merely
compounding the very threat it is
claiming to combat. We know from
our psychology that to banish
unwelcome thoughts from our
conscious mind will almost certainly
succeed in exacerbating our problems.
When such a work is a richly
complex and multi-layered drama,
albeit replete with disturbing
ambiguities, by probably the most
penetrating reader of the human
condition we have known, then the
case for barring productions of `77ze
Merchant Of Venice' wound a,ppea,I
unsustainable. We Jews, of all people,
should not consider lightly `the

burning of the books' .
STEPHEN S. GROSS I.a cz# ¢#¢/yfz.ca/pst;cho-

therapist, teacher and writer with a passion i;or
the humanities.
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to be an error by the scholar's own
collection, on which this article is
largely based. The spirit of humanity
and the most elementary religious
teachings were not killed. There were
people inspired and courageous
enough to stand up to the evil that
was done - even if they did not always succeed, and it seems only fair
to pay homage to the memory of those
gallant spirits. They are entitled to an
honoured place in the otherwise
shamefully dismal record.
Some of the Christian leaders, the
bishops, however well meaning, were
intimidated. They would accept
Jewish bribes but then refuse to
expose themselves to abuse and/or
violence by Jew-baiting mobs. The
Bishop of Trier spoke up for the Jews
in a sermon and granted them refuge
in his palace. But the mob attacked
him and forced him to seek safety in
well hidden rooms for a whole week.
He eventually confessed himself
unable to save the Jews and when
they reminded him of his solemn
promises, he replied: "The King
himself camot save you".
Very different was the action taken
by the Bishop of Speyer. At the head
of an organised force, he boldly
defied a gang of murderers led by a
`Nazi' of the `German Christian'

NIEN BISHOPS
SAVED JEWS
Caesar Aronsfeld
of Western volunteers visited
LASTLebanon
YEARtoAapologise
DELEGATION
to Arabs
for the atrocities committed by the
Crusaders against their ancestors 900
years ago. No such delegation has yet
offered similar apologies to the Jews
who, less numerous and less well
armed, were cruelly set upon even
before the Crusaders reached the Holy
Land. These outrages are by now well
known. What is not so well known is
the fact that the Crusaders and their
supporters were perpetrating hideous
crimes long before they set out on their
`holy mission' - notably in Western
Europe and especially in Germany.
This is not surprising in view of the
fanaticism stirred up by `Christian'
demagogues and by the undisguised
banditry that seized the opportunity of
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indulging every criminal urge. These
facts are amply recorded. Those who
have forgotten them could have been
reminded by the Nazi crimes of our
time. Just as there has been disapproval
of and, wherever possible, resistance
to the Nazi crimes, so there had been
disapproval of and resistance to the
medieval ` Christian' crimes.
Strangely, the American Jewish
scholar, Shlomo Eidelberg, who published an account of "7lfee Hebrew
Chronicles of the First and Second
C77/sczdes " (The University of wisconsin Press, 1977) states that "throughout
the Hebrew accounts of the first
Crusade we read of the unfailing
antagonism of the burghers, who are
described as in league with the Crusaders". This sweeping generalisation
can by no means be upheld. It is shown

type, `Count' Emich of Leisingen.
Realising the character of the crowd
he was facing, the Bishop
immediately ordered the arrest of
some of them. They were promptly
punished by having their hands cut
off. As a result of this action, all the
Jews who had been forcibly converted
were enabled to return to their faith
and take refuge in the Bishop's
fortified towns.
At other times, the best of a
bishop' s goodwill proved of no avail.
According to one Jewish chronicler,
"the bishop's people who had

promised
to help
out first
to be
`broken reeds'
andtuned
were the
to
flee before the enemy". At Worms,
Emich's gangs broke into the
Bishop' s palace, murdering about 500
Jews who had been under his special
protection, though in Cologne the
Archbishop was successful in
preventing a repetition of earlier
crimes.
Jews often owed their survival to
Christian friends who managed to
hide them. Many found refuge in
castles owned by them. In Cologne,
the Jews paid the Archbishop a large
sum for the fortress of WoHcenburg,
which was considered one of the
safest places of refuge.
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Generally speaking, in the passiondistorted and hate-stirring atmosphere,
any trace of the common humanity of
Christian and Jew must be worth
recording. But it is pathetic to note
how frequently Jews were willing to
resign themselves to their fate,
acknowledging "God as the righteous
judge" who had decreed that for their
unspeakable suffering, "we are to
blame". They often appear, understandably, overwhelmed by feelings of
helplessness, even while Christians
could be found prepared to defy the
evil-doers by providing them with
refuge.
Jews were, for example, received in
the houses of acquaintances, where
they remained until the local bishop
would disperse them among his villagers. According to some testinonies, the
murderers were said to have "come
with swords to destroy us, but some of
the leading burghers stood up to the
persecutors and prevented them from
haming us". Occasionally an ordinary
priest is mentioned who "aided the
Jews in their time of need".
These detemined, truly human beings were not many but - as we know
from the story of the Nazi persecution
- however few, they have a claim on
our gratitude and our respect. How
much, in comparable circumstances,
would we have done?
In their approach to the local bishop
and the city's noblemen, the Jews of
Mainz were advised to bring, as a
precaution, their money to the Church
treasury and their families to the
Church courtyard. It was not long
before they discovered they had been
tricked. They should not have relied on
this false advice - though the general
atmosphere being what it was, who
could tell the difference between .good
advice and bad?
According to Eidelberg, "at times
the Rhineland bishops extended aid, as
in the case of the Bishop of Speyer;
often enough, however, they were
tempted by Jewish wealth, extorting
what they could and then neglecting
the Jews or even leaving them open to
Crusader attack".
Among the earliest, most pathetic
victims of Crusading fury were those
German Jews who chose to disregard
the warnings they received from their
French brethren. The Jews of Rouen
had just been attacked by the
Crusading advanced guard who "could
not understand why they should be
making war on kingdoms which did
not believe in the Crucified when
actually it was the Jews who had killed
hin'.. The French Jews were ``greatly
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concerned" about their own security as
well as that of their German brethren.
These in turn hoped to be doing their
duty by decreeing a fast day. They,
more especially the Jews of Mainz,
would not go beyond that as they felt

The Bishop Of

Trier spoke up for
the Jews in a
sermon and

granted them
refuge in his
palace. But the
mob attacked him
and f;orced him to
seek sofety in well
hidden rooms fior a
whole week.
"no great cause for fear", especially

when the leaders of the main Crusading
force, Godfrey of Bouillon and Peter
the Hermit, were thought to have been
effectively bribed, both in France and

in the Funeland.
The reason why the Jews of Mainz
felt confident may well have been that
the local Archbishop Ruthard declared
hinself their protector. He ordered the
gates of the city to be closed against
the marauding, murderous mobs. He
was clearly unaware of a `Fifth
Column' at work among his `falthful'
who, disobeying the Archbishop's
orders and encouraged by anti-Jewish
riots within the city, opened the gates
to a massive attack in which some
thousand Jews were killed. Attempts
to bribe the `Nazis' were of no avail.
The Archbishop's palace was set on
fire and Ruthard and his staff were
fortunate in escaping unharmed.
Desperate efforts by the Jews to resist
proved hopeless.
One of the outstanding defenders of
the Jews was the famous French Abb6
Bemard of Clairvaux who is specially
mentioned by Rabbi Ephraim of Bonn
in his Book of Remembrance. There

the Abb6 is quoted as having told a
crowd: "It is good that you go against
the Ishmaelites, Arabs. But whosoever
touches a Jew to take his life, is like
one who touches Jesus himself". He
goes out of his way to disown his
disciple Radulf who had "spoken about
annihilating the Jews", for "in the
Book of Psalms it is written of them:
`Slaythemnot,lestmypeopleforget'".

The Jewish remembrancer remarks:
"When our enemies heard these words,
many of them ceased plotting to kill
us", although he characteristically
adds: ``We also gave our wealth as
ransom for our lives".
The pattern of these attacks was
repeated when the `Nazi' gangs left
Germany. In June 1096 the Jews in
Prague were attacked. The lay
authorities there tried to stop the
murders and Bishop Cosmas strongly

protested but without success. More
effective action was taken in Hungary,
where the marauders tried to behave as
if they were at home. But when they
began to pillage the countryside, the
king promptly took action, disarming
them and forcing them to make
amends. To ensure that these demands
were fulfilled, the Hungarian army
unexpectedly attacked them, leaving
few survivors. It may well have been
the most expeditious way of dealing
with these lawless gangs.
Outrages of one kind or another
marked most of the Crusaders'
Eastward advance until some of the
marauders, led by `Nazi' Count Emich,

gradually dispersed, either returning to
their homelands or joining the regular
Crusading armies. These `Nazis'
would always, however, come up
against protests or resistance by local
bishops.

Emich's gangs, brandishing the
slogan "Baptism or Death", soon
collapsed
and,
writes
Stephen
Runciman in his standard Hi.sfory a/
ffec Crztsczdes (1951), "to most good

Christians" - as indeed to the Jewish
chroniclers of the first Crusade - "it
appeared as a punishment meted out
from on high to the murderers of the
Jews", while ``others, who had thought
the whole Crusading movement to be
foolish and wrong, saw in these
disasters God's open disavowal of it
all. Nothing had yet occurred to justify
the cry that echoed at Clermont, Dcz4s
Jc voJf (`God wills it')" I
CAESAR ARONSFELD I.sr a vefeJ~an /.owr7za/ist and writer on contemporary Jewish affairs,
at{!feor a/The Ghosts of 1492: Jewish Aspects
of the Struggles for Religious Freedom in Spain,
1848-1976 CZJ?cJ The Text of the Holocaust: Nazi
Extermination Propaganda 1919-1945.
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WATCHING TV IN
THE AFTERNOON
Frank Hellner
time that he must be desperate for
The pervasive question that has
S0 greeted
HOW'S
me RETIREMENT?
everywhere since I
hung up my pulpit robe on lstJanuary
2000 and became a statistic among the
UK's 10.8 million pensioners. Not a
day goes by when I am not confronted
with the question - on the High Road,
in the supermarket, the cinema, the
theatre and, of course, the synagogue.
This is usually followed, in quick
succession, by a barrage of predictable
questions, which do not allow time for
a reply. Sometimes, I must stop myself
from mouthing the questions: `So how
do you fill your day'? `1 bet you

wonder how you ever found tine to
work', and `Have you finished writing
your book yet'? I am reminded of John
Rayner's story about the retired
minister who told a parishioner that he
had finally finished his book. `Oh, I

didn't know that you were writing a
book', said the other. `I'm not', replied
the minister. `1 fiinished reczdz.ng it! '

Judging by the interest that my
retirement seems to have aroused, I
sometimes feel that I am the only
person in the entire world who has ever
retired - a feeling that was reinforced
when Tony Bayfield asked me to write
a piece on my retirement for A4:4jvzvA.

`Who in the world would be interested

in reading about 7#); retirement, other
than friends and voyeurs?' I asked.
`Yes, people are interested', he wrote;
`They are always interested in what
you have to say!' So, I allowed the
flattery and ego massaging to convince
me to write, even though I knew all the
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articles.
So, how z.s retirement? Great! What

I particularly appreciate is that feeling
on awakening every morning that I am
free of that anxiety that has burdened
me throughout my rabbinical career; a
feelingthatagreatweighthassuddenly
been lifted from me. Friends tell me
that it was the cz72xz.edy that made me a

successful rabbi. Perhaps, but it is nice
to be without it now that I am retired. I
suppose I feel like the father at a
traditional Bar Mitzvah must feel when
he recites the formula, B¢r#cfe
sfeepefcz7~cz7€z. - thanking God who has

relieved him of the responsibility for
his son.
The rabbinate, like all cczrz.#g

professions affords much satisfaction
and can be very spiritually rewarding.
But it can also be emotionally and
spiritually draining. And lonely. One
can be privy to confidential
infomation that cannot be shared, even
with one's partner. One can be
burdenedwithotherpeople'sproblems
that cannot easily be unloaded. There
is the responsibility for an entire
congregation - tending to all their
spiritual life-cycle needs, while
orchestrating services, providing
7„cr73#o for the masses. And if you are

as disorganised as I am, it is trying to
arrange your busy schedule to fit in
everything that needs doing while
leaving sufficient time each week to
prepare a sermon worthy of those who
have come to listen. RIchard Whately,
a former Archbishop of Dublin once

said: `Preach not because you have to
say something, but because you have
something to say.' All well and good,
but you can't always wait until the
Muse inspires to deliver the goods,
especially when you know that a
congregation awaits you. Now, all that
has been suddenly lifted.
So, these past few months have been
filled with just enjoying the euphoria;
of indulging myself in the pleasures of
freedom; of not having to get up early
on a Sunday moming after forty-eight
years of teaching; of the decadence of
watching television in the afternoon
while trying not to feel guilty, of
gardening: and trying to figure out why
gardening is OK but television
watching is decadent. Since retirement

I have met more members of the
congregation on the High Road than in
the synagogue; and it takes me three
times as long to shop in the
supemarket, because in every aisle I
meet a congregant and have tinie to
chat. I appreciate now why Ezra, the
scribe, arranged the public readings of

the Torah on market days and if I were
an entexprising young rabbi starting
out now, I would form a congregation
at Brent Cross. Never mind Saatchi.
And yes, I have now found time to
finish reczdz.72g that book...

A great deal of time now is spent
looking after my physical welfare. For
thirty-five years I worked in a very
sedentary profession. On retirement, I
decided to follow Juvenal's dictum:
mens sana in corpore sano - aL so\md
mind in a sound body. For over four
decades I had devoted myself to a "e#s
scr#cz. Now I have the time to
Concentrate on a corpore scz7?o as well

as enjoying a men's sauna! So, three
times a week I work out doing
`aquaerobics'. It is very time

consuming, but I feel better for it.
Exercise releases endoaphins and has a
cathartic affect. I don't mean to sound
like a health freak. Really, I'm not. But
I can't recommend physical exercise
more strongly, especially for those
who have led a sedentary life and are
now retired. My Mum conducted
senior citizens' aerobics classes in a
retirement home until she died at age
ninety-six. She attributed her longevity
to living an active life. I would like to
think that she would have approved of
my new-found life style, too.
Another question I am often asked
is, `Do you not miss being a
congregational rabbi? ' I must confess,
I don't. Nor do I feel strange
worshipping in a synagogue where I
am no longer in charge. Most of my
friends think that I'm `in denial'.
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Perhaps, but I don't think so. It's more
like driving past a house where you
once lived. It holds many fond
memories, but you've moved on from
there. As Thomas Wolfe once wrote,
`you can't go home again'. I have
always admired those retired leaders
who, once they stepped down from
office, remained retired, rather than
those who, in arrogance, returned to
office believing that only they were fit
to lead. I believe that there comes a
time when we must pass the mantle on
to the next generation. I enjoyed a very
happy and satisfying rabbinate, but the
time came for me to move on to the

congregation had ever known. I had
been there at life cycle events for more
than two generations. I had officiated
at the weddings of children whose
parents I had married. It was not easy
trying to convince my loyal Hasidim
that, while I agreed that things would
be different, cfea#ge could be for the
good. I am grateful that my successor
quickly endeared himself to the
congregation making the transition
easier for everyone.
Unbeknown to me, at that time, a
committee had been appointed to
organise a farewell gala event over the
entire fmal weekend of my ministry at

I have always admired those rctired leaders
who, once they stepped down from office,
remained retired, rather than those who, in
arrogance, returned to office bdieving that
only they were fit to lead.
next phase of my life which, if God
spares me, can be as rewarding as the
years gone by.
I first began to consider retirement
about three years ago. At that time I
began to realise that there were more
years behind me than ahead. `Time's
winged chariot' was in hot pursuit, and

so I felt that whatever years remained
should be spent doing those things that
I never had time for in my working
life. After much deliberation and
giving it very careful consideration, I
informed the Synagogue's Executive
of my decision. It was not an easy one
to make. Thirty-three years in the same
congregation represented nearly half
my life. Then there was the pension to
consider. I knew that I was
inadequately funded, but I also knew
that it was time to step down. Even
God had to rest after creation.
Following discussions with members
of the Executive, plans were set in
motion for `R' day which officially
was to commence on the Millennium
itself, my sixty-fifth birthday. My
mother's
timing was
always
impeccable! About a year before, I
wrote a personal letter to each member
of the community informing them of
my intention to retire.
What followed was a barrage of
letters and phone calls begging me to
reconsider. It was all very egoinflating, but also understandable and
predictable. After all, I had been the
only rabbi that most of the
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Finchley Progressive. The Synagogue
pulled out all the stops. It was one of
the most memorable events of my life.
Surrounded by all my children and
grandchildren who had come from
great distances, I felt like a king. It was
all terribly emotional, especially when
I was presented with three albums of
personal memorabilia, culled from the
entire congregation over three decades,

an alnazing cake - replicating some of
my rabbinical books, a sermon pad and
pen - all edible and fashioned by a
former confirmee, and an oil painting
done by one of my daughters. The tears
flowed unashamedly and I shall never
forget that weekend.
Since retiring, I have not ceased to
be a rabbi; once a rabbi, always a rabbi!
I have only retired from congregational
life. I still guest preach and give the
occasional lecture, and I'm still
available for weddings, bar-mitzvahs
(s!.c), etc. But now I can choose, and
choice is what retirement is all about.
With my new found freedom I now
have time to read the newspaper, enjoy
a leisurely breakfast with my wife and
write letters to the papers or complain
to the various Borough departments.
By now I must have gained a reputation
as an irascible old man. One of the
most obvious benefits of `choice' is
that I am a free agent. For example, my
daughter gave birth last week. And in a
few days time we shall be winging our
way across the Atlantic to visit our
new granddaughter. That was not a

luxury that I could have afforded,
timewise, while I was working, And I
have, also, continued to remain
involved in certain rabbinic areas. I am
pat of the `profiling team' of the
Rabbinic In Service Training (RIST)
team. I continue to attend the monthly
meetings of the Rabbinic Conference
of the ULPS. In the wider cormunity,
I remain a Vice-President of our local
Council of Christians and Jews and I
aln still involved in the Pastoral Group
of the North London Hospice.
When I first retired, people invariably asked me, `What are you doing
now?' My stock answer was, `For
thirty-five years I DID. Now I'm
resting.' However, I must confess that
now that I am just beginning to get
used to the novelty of awakening each
moming without great responsibilities, I feel ready to get on with the
next phase of retirement. This past
Yon Kippur, I was fortunate enough
to gain a chaplaincy on a luxury cruise
ship. Unfortunately, while my sermon
on Jonah went down well, so did the
cmise liner. We hit bottom, began to
take on water, but fortunately, we
could be towed back to our last port of
call. It, too, was `a night to remember'.
I also am looking forward to
reviving some old interests that have

been dormant on the back burners for
years. I was very keen on watercolour
painting and sculpting in the past. I
would like to go back to these
disciplines. I would also like to attend
some residential courses on topics that
interest me - something that I was
unable to do while I was in the
congregational rabbinate. There are
also several educational projects, like
a new Hebrew prograrrme that I began
several years ago, but was unable to
complete. Another ambition of mine is
to write the `great American novel'. I
don't know whether I have a book in
me, but I'm willing to give it a try.
Now that I am without a secretary
and necessity being the mother of
invention, I have had to lean how to
use the computer which, also, claws
back some of that precious time. This
article is my first attempt at the word
processor and already I have managed
to erase two-thirds of the original piece
- irretrievably gone! Oh well, I guess
some things never do change, and 1'11

always be a pen and ink man I
RABBI FRANK HELLNER B.A., B.H.L.,
MA„ D.D.QI!OPT) was born in Philadelphia in
193 5 c[nd reborn at the start Of the new Millennium. A graduate Of Hebrew Union College
Cincinnati and author Of I. Promise I. Will Try
not to Kick My Sister and Other Sermons, mcfch
Of the rest is revealed above.
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IF YOU

CANNOT
COPE WITH
GOD,
TRY MOSES
Sybil Sheridan

`Prince of Egypt' aLnd Tiow

FIRST
cormes
CAME
a,book.. Moses
THE theFILM
Prince,
ffee PJ`ap%ef @y Levi Meier, Jewish
Lights, Vermont, 1998). Why the
sudden interest?
Biographies of Moses are surprisingly infrequent. Our most famous
Jewish hero is one of the least explored
and certainly the least emulated in our
tradition. Is it that his life and times are
so removed fi.om ours that we carmot
identify? Were that so, the slogan `Let
my people go' would not be quoted by
every oppressed people - from the
slaves of the southern states of
America, to the Refuseniks of the
USSR. Is it that he is such a colossus
that we dare not approach him? Moses
Maimonides tried and was excommunicated for the cheek of it. Yet we have
the saying `From Moses to Moses,
there arose no man like Moses', which
suggests that to be called by that name
is to invite comparison - the three
Moses' here being the prophet,
Maimonides and Moses Sofer, the
nineteenth century halakhist. Another
Moses - Mendelssohn this time - was
firm that no such comparisons should
be made.
`Rabbi Zusya of Hanipol said: In the

coming world they will not ask me,
`Why were you not Moses?' but
`Why were you not Zusya?'
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The reason for such infrequent
studies of Moses would seem to be that
centuries of tradition have suppressed
something. The story of our first
prophet, law-giver and teacher is so
memorable, his character so appealing,
that the people of Israel, not noted for
their constancy, could easily have been
swayed into hero worship and a Moses
cult.

Therefore, although Moses was the
only one to see God `face to face', in
our prayers we worship the God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Moses
single-handediy brought the peop.1e to
the Promised Land, yet when we bless
our children we pray their names be
like Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah,
or like Ephraim and Menasseh, the
sons of Joseph. Moses was the agent of
the Exodus, the single defining event
of our history, the one cited most
frequently in our liturgy. But when we
commemorate that event at the Seder
table, we mention Moses not at all.
That all credit is due to God who
chose us from all peoples is the official
party line and one that has been strictly
adhered to for millennia. That leaves
Moses purged from every approved
prayer book.
So, why the interest now? What has
changed? For a start, we are no longer
part of that great tradition that has
informed Judaism for past millennia.
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We may like to think we are, but the
reality is that Enlightenlnent, Reform,
Wissenschaft and anti-Semitism has
put up such a wall between us and our
past that we cannot help but view
things differently. We are not of a
world that places God and all things
godly at the core of our being. We are
not of a world that accepts blindly the
`facts' given in any situation. We do

study and devotion. And we
Progressive Jews find it easier to relate
to the teachings of Moses than to the
commands of God.
For those who find God difficult,
there is the example of Moses. His first
religious experience at the burning

not believe literally in miracles, and
we do not take at face value what we
are told. So it is not surprising that the
taboo against `Moses-ology' has
broken down, and that it is in the
twentieth century that works on the
person of Moses - most notably by
Martin Buber and by Edmond Fleg make their appearance.
Yet at the same time, the `scientific'
approach to biblical studies that has
dominated Progressive Judaism for the
last two centuries is also changing.
Buber' s book on Moses was an attempt
to get at the historical figure. The
watchword of those times was authenticity - a need to discover what was
true in a factual sense, hence a reliance
on archaeology, contemporary neareastem documents and anthropology.
In more recent scholarship,
authenticity bas given way to meaning.
What is true in a factual sense is less
interesting than what is true in a
spiritual sense. Thus we see in Jewish
studies today a resurgence of interest

It an age where

in mz.drczsfe

and in the

literary

construction of biblical texts, because
these approaches give new meanings
to old stories - meanings upon which
we can build our own experiences.
Moses is interesting not for who he
was, but who he is for us.
Moses is a hero in the classic
legendary sense. He is our Ulysses, our
King Arthur, our Krishna. His birth is
dramatic, his youth full of brave and
violent actions, he has a magic staff,
divine aid and a quest... In an age
devoid of credible leaders, such a hero
is an attractive proposition. In an age
devoid of ideologies, an ideal person
becomes a focus. In an age where our
notions of God are confused, we turn
instead to people.

But more important than the hero
Moses is the man Moses. Unlike a
Ulysses or a Krishna, the personality
that emerges is one so totally human,
one with whom we Can totally identify.
In an age where psychology has
replaced theology in the minds of
clergy and laity alike, the search for
religious role models replaces the
search for God. It is no accident that in
today' s Christianity, the human Jesus,
not the divine Jesus is the object of
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psychology

has replaced
theology in the
ryinds Of clergy

and laity dike,
the search f ;or
religious role
models replaces
the search
f ;or God.
bush leaves him confused as to exactly
who this God is. At his encounter on
the way from Midian, God tries to kill
him. On the top of Mount Sinai, while
dictating the laws, God is apparently
unaware that his people are having a
high old time with the golden calf.
Moses has to deal with God in
depression - urging him not to destroy
the nation and arguing theology with
the undisputed authority on the subject.
Yet when he dies, he dies with his
God. The story is one of gradual
discovery - a slowly unfolding,
strengthening faith. Not a blindingflash discovery of God, but a
progressive revelation. We may not,
like Moses, see God `face to face', but
we can, like Moses, see God from
behind, looking back over our own
experiences, setbacks and successes
and see the gradual unfolding of our
own story as part of the divine plan.
For those that find people difficult,
there is also the example of Moses. His
relationships with others are never

easy. Son of Hebrew slaves, brought
up as an Egyptian Prince, married to a
Midianite, he belonged nowhere, was
in every situation the outsider. His
marriage to Zipporah ends in a
question mark. He finds it hard to
delegate. From his killing of the
Egyptian taskmaster, to his striking the
rock he should have spoken to, we see
a man who has a problem with anger.
Yet from his chasing away the
Midianites harassing Zipporah, to his
prayer for the healing of his sister,
Miriam, we see him trying to control
that anger, sometimes successfully,
sometimes not.
Moses is no island. His life was
shaped and guided by the strong
women around him. His mother and
sister in his early years, following the
example of Shifra and Puah - the
midwives who defied Pharaoh, and his
wife and sister during the later course
of his life with the added bonus of the
daughters of zelophechad who are able
to challenge Moses' law and find it
wanting. Enough female interest there
to keep the most extreme feniinists
involved in the story.
Whether our difflculties are with
God, or with other people, ultimately
the difficulties are with ourselves, and
here it is that Rabbi Levi Meier's book
comes in. Both rabbi and psychologist,
he relies heavily on mz.drasfe to put

forward an interpretation of Moses that
focuses on his own inner struggle - a
struggle that can become a blue-print
for our own lives. The film `Prz.#ce a/
Eg}pf ', for which Rabbi Meier was a
consultant, ended with the giving of
the ten commandments. Meier
concludes his book instead with ten
central lessons for the reader derived
from the life of Moses. They include
maxims to help us with our
relationships such as `Don't p'erceive

yourself as a victim.' `Face your
challenges.' `Acknowledge your
humanity.' They also deal with our
difficulty with God, for example
`Know that your relationship with God
is reciprocal.' `Know that you have
the ability to transform the image of
God.,

The tone is positive, the mood
upbeat. One is left with the conviction
that if Moses could do it, we too can do
it.
Like
Messrs
Maimonides,
Mendelssohn and Sofer, we appear to
be rather like Moses after all .
RABBI SYBIL SEmRIDAN was born I.» Bo/ton and educated at Cambridge and the Leo
Baeck College. She is the rabbi Of Thames Valley Progressive Jewish Community in Reading
and c[uthor Of and contributor to a number Of
books.
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iv'RININIA

ESSAY

THE SHOAL IN
THE NEW CENTURy
Thomas Buergenthal
Tpe World Uhi,on f;or Progressive Judaism is the largest association
Ofsyn?goguesintheworld.Britdinisuniqueinhavingtwocffi:Itates
-the RSGB and the ULPS. Both are leading organisations within
the European Region Of the World Union and are dedicated to
giving active surpport to the renewal Of Progressive Jewish life on the
continen_i_ Of_ Europe. Progressive leaders f rom all over Europe
gather anmally fior a Coiiference, this year held in March in Zurirch.

The first Corference Of a new century was appropriately entitled

`Progressive J-udalsm Beyond the Shoah.. As the new Christian

rndllenviun dc[wns how are our responsibilities changing to the
defring evat Of the Twendeth Century? ' The keynote add;ess was
given by Professor Thomas Buergeuthal. Buergenthal's
credentials, like the man himself; are unique and remarJidble.
A survivor Of Auschwitz and Sachsewhousen, he has been
President Of the Inter-American Court Of Human RIghis and a
menber Of the United Nations Human RIghis Committee.
He now serves as Vice-Chairman Of the Clains Resolwhon Tribunal

f;or dormat accounts in Switzerland and is a judge at the
Ihiernational Court Of Justice in the Hague.
Sta,nding in the synagogue Of or C;kwa!drsch Progressive
cgmm¥ntry in Zurich in front Of a packed audience Of

Jewish leaders from all over Europe - Israel and, the
Uni.ted States as well -he delivered an electrifying address.
We have decided not to turn it into a written paper but reproduce it
just as it was spoken a few months ago in Switzerland.
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ECAUSE THE SUBJECT OF
your conference is so very
important, I feel I need to begin

with a cczveo£: I am not a Holocaust

scholar. As a university professor, I
have devoted myself to intemational
law and international human rights law
rather than Holocaust studies, which
has emerged, at least in the U.S., as an
academic discipline all of its own.
In short, I am not a specialist in the
subject you are addressing. But as a
survivor of the Holocaust -the Ghetto
of Kielce, Auschwitz and Sachsenhausen -as a father and grandfather, as
a member of the Council of the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum,
and as a Reform Jew, I have thought a
great deal about the subject of your
conference. To be more specific, I have
given a great deal of thought to the
lessons to be drawn from the Holocaust for the future, not only for us
Jews, but also for humanity in general.
And that is what I would like to speak
to you about.
One point that I want to make at the
outset is that while the Holocaust has a
special, profound and unique meaning
for us Jews, it must not be seen only as
of historical significance to Jews. That
is, we should not monopolise the
Holocaust. True, we Jews were the
victims and intended targets of the
Holocaust, but it must never be
forgotten, and we must not lot the
world forget it, that the Holocaust was
not only a horrendous tragedy for the
Jewish people. Apart from the fact that
many non-Jews died in the Holocaust,
it was a tragedy for humanity as whole
because in its design and execution it
was the negation of all that has a right
to be called human, a negation of basic
human morality. For every Jew who
was killed in the Holocaust, for every

The Jews who
kapt their
digntry as
hamanbeings
in the camps
and did not let
the Germans
rob them Of
their hamanity

are the unsung
heroes Of the
Holocaust.
And there were
many, mo[ny

thousandswho
to this day
make me
proud, who
have served as
my role
models ever
since.

drop of Jewish blood that was spilled,
there died not only a Jew but a human
being whose death and suffering
reduced to that extent humanity's
clain to being human in the moral or
ethical sense of that word.
I am not saying here that all of
humanity bears a share of guilt for the
Holocaust. No, not at all, for that would
let the Nazi perpetrators of the crines
of the Holocaust escape responsibility
and it would also reduce the guilt of
those who did nothing to stop the
Holocaust when it could still be
stopped or at least ameliorated. What I
am saying is that the fact that the
Holocaust could happen, morally
diminished all members of the human
family. In that sense, but only in that
sense, is mankind as a whole a victim
of the Holocaust.
I stress that point because I believe
that we Jews should make sure that the
Holocaust is not seen only as a Jewish
tragedy. Apart from the fact that the
Holocaust was and must remain a blot
on humankind' s conscience because it
undermined the moral underpinnings
of what it means to be human, it would
be a political mistake if it is allowed to
be seen only as a Jewish tragedy. If it is
treated only as such, it will over time
be dismissed as an historical event of
concern only to Jews and hence of no
consequence to the rest of humanity.
That we must not let happen.
In this same vein, I believe that the
uniqueness for us Jews of the
Holocaust does notjustify dinrinishing
the nature of the suffering of others.
We should not claim that the Holocaust
cannot be compared, because of its
enormity, with the consequences of
other terrible contemporary crimes
against humanity such as, for exaniple,
the Rwanda or Cambodia genocides. It
may be useful for purely linguistic or
defmitional purposes to distinguish
between the Holocaust and genocide,
but for the victims of genocide or for
the victims of the Holocaust this is a
distinction without a difference. In
short, we should resist the temptation
of claiming that the suffering that past
genocide visited on its victims or that
of future victims, cannot be compared
to the suffering of the Holocaust
because of its special character. When
a people, when human beings, are
killed because of their religion, race or
national or ethnic origin, that must be
of profound concern to all of us,
whether we call it genocide or
Holocaust, whether we are Jews or not.
Here it is important to remember that it
was Rapfael Lem]dn, a Polish Jew and

Holocaust survivor, wbo coined the
term genocide as he was searching for
a word that would describe the crimes
of the Holocaust.
We have erected museums and
similar institutions to honour the
memories of those who died in the
Holocaust. These institutions are
important educational tools and
repositories of the history of the
Holocaust and I strongly support these
efforts. But I also believe that it is not
enough to have these institutions. In
my opinion, we best honour the
memories of those who died in the
Holocaust by identifyng ourselves, by

empathising, with the victims of
contemporary genocides and crimes
against humanity and by doing all in
ourpowertopreventthesecrines.The
Holocaust imposes on Jews a special
dutyofempathyandvigilance.Itisnot
enough merely to contribute money to
some Holocaust memorial. More is
expected of us.
OurlivingHolocaustmemorialmust
first and foremost be a commitment in
our hearts, in our minds, to oppose,
with our whole beings, regimes and
ideologies that justify or engage in
genocidal acts and massive crimes
against humanity. We dishonour the
memories of our Holocaust victims if

we are indifferent to the suffering of
contemporary victims. Indifference,
more than anything else, permitted
Hitler to initiate the Holocaust and it is
indifference that continues to allow
contemporary genocide to take the
lives of millions of human beings.
What was done to us Jews in the

genocideandcrimesagainsthunanity,
against massive violations of human
rights, regardless of where and against
whom these crimes are being
committed. That is the greatest tribute
we can pay to the victims of the
Holocaust.

I aln often asked, particularly by
young people, why there was not more
Jewish resistance against the Nazis in
the camps. Tbey ask this question with
scorn and disdain and shame. Of
course there was resistance and it was
very courageous; the Warsaw Ghetto
uprising is but one example and there
were similar instances that are not as
well known or even recorded. But,
when I am asked about resistance, I
also point out that resistance need not
be physical. It can be moral, and as
such it can be as heroic, if not more so,
than physical resistance. Moral
resistance has to do with maintaining
one's dignity, one's values, one's
humanity in the face of tremendous
odds. The Jews who kept their dignity
as human beings in the camps and did
not let the Germans rob them of their
humanity are the unsung heroes of the
Holocaust. And there were many,
many thousands who to this day make
me proud, who have served as my role
models ever since.
Let me give you two examples, one

drawn from my own finily. My father
never wore a hat in the camps, winter
or summer. Anyone who knows Polish
winters will appreciate that covering
orie' s head and ears, particulady when
youareundemourished,isawisething
to do. But if you wore a hat in the

reason to be afraid.
There is one scene from the camp
that I will never forget: We were in a
work camp in Kielce, in Poland, where
we were taken after the Kielce Ghetto
was liquidated and most of its inhabitants, including my grandparents, sent
to Treblinka. Three young people tried
to escape, they were caught and

brought back. The next day, we were
all lined up in front of our barrack to
watch the hanging. Other young men,
also friends of the condemned, were
ordered to put the noose around their
necks. I saw one of these young men
try to put the rope over his friend's
head, but he could not, his hands were
shaking. The condemned man suddenlykissedhisfriend'shands,whispered
something to him and, with a smile,
slipped his head through the noose.
The guard immediately kicked out the
little bench from under him.
I could go on. There are many
examples of Jewish self-sacrifice, of
moral courage, of great dignity in the
face of death. These are values Judaism
has taught for centuries; they must not
be forgotten when we teach about the
Holocaust, when we consider the
question of resistance. We have not
devoted enough time and effort to a
discussion of this aspect of Jewish
resistance.
Let me now turn to another topic.
The Holocaust did not only kill six
million Jews; it also destroyed the

Jewish cultures of Eastern and Central
Europe. And I am not only talking of

The "Fiddler on the Rioof" image Of what
European Judah,sin was all about before its
destruction sends the wrong message, or

only a partial message, particulaly to young
people, about the intellecttlal, social, and
moral vitdity Of Eurapean Jewry before its
destruction in the Holocaust.
Holocaust must not be pemitted to
happen again, but it will happen again
unless we show the same concern for
the suffering of others as we do for that
of our own people. If we do not, why
should others? We Jews must be in the
forefront of the struggle against

show them that you are afraid of them
and never demean yourself before
them." It was not always easy not to
show one's fear since we had good

camps or ghettos and an SS guard
passed, you had to doff your hat. My
father preferred to freeze rather than
do what to him wo.uld have been a
sign of respect. Nothing very
dramatic, but the message to me was
clear. He would always say, "never

the sfefe£Js' in Poland or Russia, I am

talking of Jewish literature and art,
and of the role Jews played in the
political, economic and intellectual
lives of Germany, Poland, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia and Romania, for
example. The catastrophic impact of
the destruction of this culture not 9nly
on Jews, but also on much of Europe,
must not be glossed over. The "Fiddler
on the Roof' inage of what European
Judaism was all about before its
destruction sends the wrong message,
or only a partial message, particulady
to young people, about the intellectual,
social, and moral vitality of European
Jewry before its destruction in the
Holocaust. European Jewry of that era
was not only about religion, it was
about art, music, literature, science,
about enomous contributions by Jews
to universal values, to the common
heritage of mankind.

We Jews must develop a fandly tradition
Of talking about the Holocaust, to reflect
on its impticedons f;or Jewish life and on
the need to relate the experience Of the
Holocaust to coutenporary events.
The barbarity of Nazism, its utter
insanity, can be fully grasped only
when seen in this light. There has been
too much emphasis on Jewish
religiosity - and I use the word
advisedly - on what I would call the
shmalzification of pre-war Jewish
ghetto life and too little emphasis on
pre-warmodemJewishintellectualand
cultural life in Central and Eastern
Europe. It is a mistake, particularly for
Reform or Liberal Judaism to see that
life through the prism of Jewish
Orthodoxy and treat it disdainfully as
assimilationism. h teaching about the
Holocaust, we must not forget the
contributions of the modem Jews who
perished in the Holocaust. With them
was extinguished a uniquely cosmopolitanJewishculturethatEuropemay
never be able to revive.
A word of waming. While it is good
that there is such a great interest in
the Holocaust today, there is a danger
that it will be trivialised and commercialised. The danger we face here is
that the trivialisation and commercial
exploitation of the Holocaust will
gradually numb the conscience of
future generations to its true moral significance. I do not know how one deals
with this problem, particulady since
one carmot stop people from making
goodorbadmoviesorTVprogrammes
about the Holocaust. But one needs to
be aware of the problem.
Here, there is also a lesson for
Jewish education. I don't believe that
we should saturate our cunicula with
Holocaust studies that focus on the
Holocaust alone. Of course, it is
important to teach the history of the
Holocaust. But it is in the long run
probably equally important to relate
the Holocaust also to contemporary
events, to the massive violations of
human rights that are taking place
around the world, to the immorality
of indifference in face of the suffering
of others. Moreover, the Holocaust
must also be related to a value I

consider fundamental. That value is
tolerance: religious, racial, national
and intellectual tolerance. The intolerance of contemporary religious
fundamentalism from which, unfortunately, contemporary Judaism is
not exempted, must be recognized for
the threat it is to all of us and be
rejected.
As I was preparing this talk, I
realised again that in a few years there
will be very few of us left who lived
through the concentration camps and
who remember, increasingly more
vaguely, what life in the camps was
like. We are the remaining living
fossils of an era that lies 55 years in
the past. And we will not be around
much longer to tell the story from first
hand experience. That is why the oral
histories of survivors are so important.
Equally important is getting survivors

in our finilies to talk about the past
while they still can and, where
possible, to write things down. We
Jews must develop a family tradition
of talking about the Holocaust, to
reflect on its implications for Jewish
life and on the need to relate the
experience of the Holocaust to
contemporary events. Unless we
continuously relate the Holocaust to
contemporary events and draw the
necessary consequences from this

relationship, the meaning of the
Holocaust will lose the immediacy it
must preserve in order to contribute to
the moral education of our children
and shape their conduct in relation to
the rest of humanity.
Let me, finally, say a word about
the work I have been doing here in
Zurich concerning Holocaust-related
dormant accounts. As you may know,
in 1997, the Volcker Commission
established an international Tribunal,
comprising 17 experiencedjudges and
arbitrators from Israel, the US,
Switzerland, Canada, the UK,
Belgium and Cyprus. Just now we are
in the process of concluding work on

the first two lists of accounts that were
published by the Swiss banks in 1997

and will soon begin work on a much
larger list of accounts. While the first
two lists included only a relatively
small number of Holocaust-related
accounts, the new list may include a
much larger number of such accounts.
For me this work has had a very
special meaning. To think that I would
be doing this 55 years after my
liberation from Hitler's camps has all
kinds of emotional implications,
particularly when I read letters from
Holocaust survivors or their relatives
describing the fate of their families.
But the important thing to remember
here is that, what we are doing is not
about money, although some people
certainly can use it; it is about doing
justice.

This is something I have found is
not
properly
understood
in
Switzerland. The Swiss are naturally
very touchy about the entire subject,
and when the issue is discussed with
them, they invariably argue that much
less money has been found than
Jewish organisations had claimed.
That may or may not be true, we still
don't know what the third list will
produce, but they miss the point: this
is not about money, it is about justice.
Justice, belated or not, is not
something we' Jews have always
received in the past. I am sure that the
irony has not been lost on many of
you that it is the Swiss who talk about
money, while we talk about justice,
considering that we Jews are the ones
who are accused in Switzerland of
being money hungry - GeJdgz.erz.g. It
is the kettle calling the pot black. So,
what else is new?
But that is not the point I am trying
to make. What I would like to
emphasise is that the work 6f the
Claims Resolution Tribunal for
Dormant Accounts, the negotiations to
compensate German slave labourers,
the agreement relating to the insurance
companies, the Yugoslav War Crimes
Tribunal, the recent Pinochet case, are
all examples of a new attitude: the
international community is finally
facing up to its obligation to right past
wrongs. We may well be at the
beginning of an era in which dictators
andotherviolatorsofhumanrightswill
be denied the impunity many of them
have enjoyed in the past. It is sad that
we Jews have had to wait 55 years for
the dawning of this era. Let us hope
that it will come to full bloom in our
lives and be reinforced for future
generations I
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coinage excavated locally. In 70 BCE,
after four years of bloody battle and
siege, it was taken by the Romans under Pompey. Evidence of centuries of
Roman occupation abounds - pillars,
arches, an impressively engineered
c/ooccz or public sewer, an intact cz.rcas
where chariot races and athletic events
took place. Here was born, in 40 CE,
Quintilian the rhetorician. His statue
stands in the town square. The Romans
called the town C¢/ng#7-rz.a, to be
changed by the Moors to Calchorra. It
was from here my ancestors arose,

taking with them the town name as
their suname when they left Spain in
the fifteenth century.
My great-great grandfather, Rabbi
Solomon Posner wrote a family
drcwicle, Tb'ar Pnei Shlomo, `The
Face of Solomon'. It was also autobiographical with added commentaries
by his sons, who published the work in
1870, some years after their father
died. The earliest ancestor he could
trace was a doctor, Solomon Calahorra
c 1520-1599, described in Polish and
Jewish archives as the `Spanish
Physician'. He was personal physician
to two Polish kings, Sigismund August
and Stephen Batory. Latin edicts of his
royal appointments in 1570 and 1578
are extant, as well as documentation of
those of his descendants who remained
in Cracow, until World War H. Many
of these were medical. One of his sons,
Rabbi Samuel Israel, moved to Posen

(Poznan) at the end of the sixteenth
century and it is from him I directly
descend, through a strongly rabbinical
line. His great-grandson, Rabbi Arie
Leib Kalifari - the first after eight
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Figure 2 : The Charch Of San Francisco (site Of the Synagogue)

generations to use this name form died in 1736 in Posen after torture for
alleged blood libel. His son, Elijah,
Rabbi in Landsberg, adopted this place
name. Elijah's grandson, Solomon of
`To'ar Pnei Shlomo' changed from

Landsberg to Posner, a name related to
the town in which he and his family
had lived for so long. All of this fiinily
history is detailed in the Encyclopaedia Judaica under the entry
CALAHORRA. Fig. 1 is a simplified,

direct I:idly tree.
In 1905, Rabbi Moritz Landsberg, a
grandson of Solomon, translated ro 'czr
Pnei Shlomo into German - a.s he
delicately put it, for the benefit of his
relations who could neither speck nor
read Hebrew. He called it A4ez.#
I,ebe#£bz.Jd - A Sketch of My Life.

Since then more information has
accrued and been published, among
others by Majer Balaban, but more
particularly by the late Dr Paul Jacobi
of Jerusalem, who made a study of the
Calaborra family, now deposited in
manuscript form in the Museum of the
Diaspora in Tel Aviv. Dr Jacobi names
an Isaac Calahorra, born in Castile
early in the fifteenth century. His son,
Rabbi Moses Aaron, active in the
second half of the fifteenth century left
Spain before the Expulsion - probably
over the Pyrenees and was 4v o/ £fee
Beffe D!.# in Orleans, before reaching
Cracow where he set up his rabbinic
court. Emigration of Jews had already
gathered strength following the
frenzied massacres all over Spain in
1391. Moses Aaron's son, a doctor
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contents of the synagogue became the
property of the Cathedral. One item
alone survives - the remains of an XIII
century Sle/e7~ ro7.&fe, consisting of the

Figure 3 : The XIIIth century Sofer Torah
known as Do73 SfeJo77!o, is reputed to

have attended `the wife of King
Ferdinand of Spain', who would have
been Queen Isabella. Shlomo in turn
had a son, Dr Jechiel, born in Cracow
in 1495, who fathered Dr Solomon
Calahorra, the royal physician.
I had for some time wanted to visit
Calahorra. The final impetus was the
discovery on the Internet of the website
of the town's historical society, Los
Amigos de la Historia de Calahorra.
There followed a warm correspondence with its President, Jose Luis
Cinca Martinez. Encouraged by his
patent interest and wishing to give and
to receive historic and genealogical
material, my husband and I decided to
go to Calahorra and arrived there in
mid-May last year.
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There are Jews in centres like
Madrid and Barcelona, but it was clear
that we were the first Jews with whom
the citizens of Calahorra had any sort
of relationship for five hundred years.
On our first day we went to the Church
of Sam Francisco, said to have been
built on the site of the synagogue
destroyed in 1492 Q7ig 2). Appearances
suggest an extension has been added

each side of, and a extra first floor
storey put on to, an original, square,
one-storey building. Its ground floor
windows have been blocked - churches
customarily had no windows at ground
level. Could the nucleus of the
synagogue have survived? On the 3 1 st
March 1492, the Order of Expulsion
gave unconverted Jews until the end of
July to leave Spain. In Calahorra the

Book of Exodus, now in the Cathedral
Museum Gig 3). Discovered in 1929,
in use as wrapping paper, it has
received conservation work and been
on public display.
There are plentiful records of Jews
in Calahorra since the tenth century,
the most prominent being the eleventh
century polymath and traveller,
Abraham Ibn Ezra, born in Tudela not
far away and buried in Calahorra. After
the establishment of the National
Inquisition in Spain by Pope Sixtus IV
in 1478, the town had an Inquisitional
Tribunal, one of the first victims of
which was Pedro de Aranda, Bishop of
Calchorra, son of a Jewish co#ve7im
The few hundred Jewish families
expelled from the town in 1492
included the forebears of Arieh
Calahorra, now in Israel, with whom
the Amigos put me in touch. They had
also passed through Poland. Not many
Sephardi Jews remained there although my family did - but moved
on to countries of the Ottoman Empire.
A relationship between us carmot be
confirmed, as all their family
documentation was lost in the war.
Arie still knows the name of the street
in Calahorra in which his family lived.
In fact they possessed the key to the
front door of the house, kept over the
centuries, but that too was lost in the
Holocaust. His mother continues to
speck Ladino. Those people could not
believe they would ever see Calahorra
Contirmed on next page
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After the estabtishment Of
the National Inquisition in
Spain by Pope Sixtus IV in
1478, the town had an
Inquisitional Tribunal, one

Oftheftrstvictinsofwhich
was Pedro de Aranda,
Bishop Of Calahorra, son Of
a Jewish coITNerso.

Figure 4 : Tinber-frane houses in the Juderia (The outer walls have been plastered)
again. But I have seen it. I have walked
the silent streets of the Juderia and
stood in one of its timber framed
houses, that may well have been home
to a Jew of Calahorra until that fateful
fifteenth century. See Fig. 4.
The people of Calahorra with whom
I came in contact, shared with me a
moving physical and psychological
experience. On my side darkened with
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the memory of bitterness and injustice
- on theirs with a sense of historic
responsibility - on both the awareness
of the need for reconciliation. For their
archives, I gave the Amigos copies of
my family chronicles. To mark the
seriousness to them of our presence,
and with the help of an interpreter, the
Amigos gave to us three press
conferences and an appearance on

local television - the opportunity
grasped with fervour, to conclude an

historic chapter .
DR THERESA TURK is jfee dattgfefer o/Po/I.sfe
irrmigrants who settled in England. She became
a doctor, first in full-time general practise and
then in psychotherapy. She contributes regur
larly to MA:NNA and also writes poems, a
number Of which were published in the Dybblik
of Delight.
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MAINNA has a tradition Of publishing
short stories amongst its mainly non-fiction
articles. We continue this tradition with two
short stories written by Thmar Hodes.
She is Head Of the Centre f;or Life Story
Writing at Keele University.
She has also published and broadcast
poctry as well as short stories.

TWO TALES
Tamar Hodes
OUR SECRET
in the shadow of Table Mountain.
IGREW
Each UP
morning
IN SOUTH
I opened
AFRICA
my
bedroom window to the sight of this
constant rock - constant, but always
changing. Sometimes grey, sometines
purple, sometimes stark, sometimes
with wisps of cloud hanging over it,
like an old man's hair.
"The tablecloth is on the mountain
today," Amina would say. Amina was
our maid. She was young, I suppose,
and very beautiful, her coffee-coloured
skin silky and smooth. Her halr was
black but always tied up in a bun Mother insisted on it - and she wore
aprons, pastel-shades, one day lemon,
another pink. She reminded me of
sugar almonds - fresh, clean, appealing. Amina was my closest friend.
Mother and father ran a grocery
store in the centre of Cape Town. I
liked going there when I was allowed.
There were tins of meat neatly lined up
and sweets in huge glass jars. But I
was not taken there very often, in case
I interfered with business. My life was
with Amina, at home, playing,
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swimming in the pool, listening to her
tales, leaning her songs. It has often
occurred to me since how strange the
lifestyle in South Africa was. Blacks
and coloureds, like Amina, were not
allowed to vote or have well-paid work
yet they were entrusted with the most
important job of all - caring for the
whites' precious children. I loved my
days with Amina. I had not started
school yet because in South Africa you
delay education until you are six. Six
blissful years with Amina. And of
course, we had our special secret.
EveryFriday moming, for as long as
I could remember, Amina had dressed
me up. ``Come now, Master Joel, we
are going to our special Friday moming
service."

I knew the routine. This meant smart
trousers and shirt and, worst of all,
having my face scrubbed. This was no
joke. My skin held taut with one hand,
she would use the other to launch a
soap and flarmel attack which seemed
to last forever and leave my cheeks
stinging. She would change into a neat
dress and off we would go, hand in
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hand, along the dusty road listening to
the cicadas clicking in the bushes,
stopping to pick a bougainvillea flower
and finger its dryness.
It was a long walk to the mosque,
where Muslims prayed, but it was
worth it. Inside, we were always
warmly welcomed. I sat with Amina
behind a screen. There were other
maids there with the children they
looked after, Jewish children, like me.
I knew them all - Sammy, Rebecca,
little Jackie Shapiro with his runny
nose. We loved the singing, loved to
watch the men kneel on woven mats
and pray, bow and chant. It seemed to
me not very different from synagogue
where we sometimes went on Saturday
momings - the women and children
behind a screen, the praying, the
singing, the sense of joy. We did not
go very often, though, because of the
shop.

Then the long walk home, clutching
the bag of sweets which Amina's
friend always gave me. Amina would
remind me, "Remember, Master Joel,
don't tell your mummy about our
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special Fridays. They are our secret. If
she found out, we might not be allowed
to go any more."
Tbe dreaded day of school
approached more quickly than I had
thought possible. As Amina dressed
me in my new uniform, I wept. I did
not want to leave her, would miss her
sugar-almond aprons, her lovely smell,
her soft skin, her songs and our secret.
The private Jewish school was
alright, I suppose. I liked our teacher,
Mrs Elias, because she was kind, well,
except when she was cross. Then her
neck would flare purple and she would
shake with anger.

At the end of our first month there,
we had an open day. There were
displays of our work and singing for
our parents. The headmistress made
a speech. Then she decided to demonstrate the brilliance of her pupils. She
asked, ``What is special about Fridays?
Why do we enjoy them so?"
I was surprised. How did she know
our secret? Was everyone in on it? I
didn't suppose it mattered if I said.
Besides, Amina was not even there and

we did not go together any more, now
that I was at school. Mother was there,
in her best brown hat. She nodded at
me as if egging me on. Go on, Joel.
You can answer the question nicely. I
supposed it was alright. My hand shot
uP.

"Yes, Joel. What do }Joe/ do on

Fridays?"
"I go to the mosque," I said.

My mother did not speak on the way
home and then I was sent to my room
without dinner. I can still remember
her voice hissing at Amina in the next
room. I heard the maid's sobs and then
a few minutes later, the front door
closed. I stood on my chair and pulled
back the blind. There, below the huge
block of Table Mountain, was Amina,
her pale lemon apron getting smaller
as she disappeared from view. I have
often thought since, about how and
why religions are different and to what
extent we can appreciate someone
else's without losing our own. I am an
adult now and proud to be Jewish, but I
have never forgotten Amina .
Continued on next page
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"Get out," he hissed.

ONLY EVER SAW MY FATIIER
angry once. It was Shabbat. The

IROCKING
table was set in the dining room.

The white candles stood in silver
holders, the cfecz//of rose beneath an

embroidered cloth, wine had been
poured into grandpa's silver kiddush
cup. This we did every Friday night.
But on this occasion there was a
different atmosphere. We always had a
special meal; this was extra special.
The best crockery was out. The cutlery
looked as if it had been polished extra
hard. The food sizzling in the oven
smelled gorgeous. The soup tureen was
ready, a ladle beside it.
Mother was busy getting things
ready and father was helping. Beside
them in the dining room was a guest.
My brother and I did not know who he
was but he looked important. He had
silver hair and wore a grey suit. In our
home, Shabbatot were special but they
were casual. When fiiends came they
dressed informally; the evening was
relaxed. But tonight was different. The
man looked serious - a headmaster,
perhaps?
My father called us to the table, to
sing the blessings on the wine and
cfe¢J/of as we always did and it was
then that we had the idea. I don't know
who thought of it first but we were
both excited about our plan, knowing
that what we were plotting was wrong.
Yet something carried us through - a
sense of defiance, perhaps. Yes, we
agreed, whispering down the corridor.
We'd sing the brczchof mock rock star
fashion. We enjoyed our conspiracy
and felt simultaneously victorious and
anxious. I have often thought since
about that sense we have when we
know we are doing wrong. The
adulterous affair, the theft. Why do we

do

what

we

know

will

gain

disapproval?
Wewentthroughtothediningroom.
Everything looked splendid. We heard
the man speak. He had an American
accent. My mother lit the candles and
sang the br¢chcz. She sounded more
nervous than usual, a slight quiver in
her voice. My father nodded in our
direction. And we did as we had
agreed. My brother and I twisted our
faces into ugly shapes, thrust our legs
apart, stomachs sticking out and
strummed imaginary guitars. We sang
loudly, roughly, a mixture between
Mick Jagger and RIngo Starr:
``Baruch atah adonai -" arid tha;I s

as far as we got. Our guest had lowered
his eyes and my father's neck was
puaple and throbbing.
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We
dropped
our
phantom
instruments and fled to our bedroom
where we sat in shame, our own faces
red, our sense of humiliation painful.
The joke was over. Yes, it had seemed
a good idea at the time, but now we
both felt utterly miserable.
I do not know how long we stayed
there for. It seemed ages. We did not
speak. It was an uncomfortable

My brother and I
twisted our faces
into ugly shapes,
thrast our legs
apart, stomachs
sticking out and
strummed
imaginary guitars.
Twe sang loudly,

roughly, a mj,xture
between Mick
Jagger and R:ingo
Sfcz7Tr.. "Baruch

atah adonai -"
and that's as fiar as
we got. Our guest
had lowered his

feeling, a joke which had misfired, a
comment wrongly put. We had shamed
our parents and that was the most
unpleasant part of all.
Some time later, my mother brought
us our food on a tray. There was soup,
chicken and vegetables, fruit salad and
even though the smell was delightful,
the food stuck in our throats. She did
not speak to us, just handed us our food
and closed the door softly behind her.
What good is lovely food if you are
in prison? What good are treats if you
are banished from your family? If you
have hurt others? We were ostracised,
in exile, sent from our usual places at
the table and thrust into isolation. We
ate in silence. We could hardly
swallow and left much of our food.
Usually, on Shabbat, our plates were
shiny clean.
Not tonight.
That night, after the guest had left,
our father came to speak to us. The
man had been a publisher from
America, an orthodox Jew, who was
thinking of publishing my father's next
book. Yes, said my father, we were
Reform Jews. That meant that we were
more relaxed than some about Friday
nights but we had misunderstood that
enjoyable atmosphere. We had taken it
too far.
I learned several significant lessons
that night. Just because you are Reform
does not mean that your Judaism
matters less to you. Just because your
father is fun and loving does not mean
that he does not have his limits. Reform
Judaism is not Judaism watered down
or diluted. It matters as much to Jews
as any religion matters to anyone. It is
not to be mocked.
Since then, I have trodden carefully
not only with Jews but with people of
other faiths. You do not know how
deeply someone else's feelings go.
And I would never again mock a
religious ritual - Jewish or otherwise.
I have tried to teach this to my own
children and it has formed my own
personal philosophy.
1. Never mock what matters to other
people.

eyes and my

f other 's neck was
purple and
throbbing. `` Get

out," he hissed.

2. Do not make others feel
uncomfortable.
3. Respect others.

4. Value what others are and what we

are - Reform Jews I
TAMAR HODES was bor# I.# re/,4v!.v I.# J96J.
She lived with her family in Greece and South
Africa before settling in this country. Educated
at Henrietta Barnett School and Cambridge
University, she now teaches Creative Writing at
Keele Ur[iversity. She and her family are members Of the North Staffiordshire Roforln Group
and Menorah Synagogue, Cheshire.
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SERVICE
Peter Davis

Alan Tyler is well known to

MANNIA readers fior a ninber of
articles about his career in the
Royal Navy. He sow action against
the Italian foeet, was amongst the
liberators Of Singapore and his
peacetime service involved
intercepting ships `illegally ' trying
to enter Palestine.

His unusual choice Of career and
life story are told in full in his
recently published outobiograpky
"Cheerful and Contented" /Z7!e
Book Guild, Lewes, £16.95) .

Unusual though his career was
for the son Of a rhiddle class

Jewish family with a thriving
textile export business, it is not
without parallel. MANNIA asked a
lifelong friend and colleague,
Le. Col. Peter Davis DSC RM to

read the Tyler outobiograpky ,
to compare notes and to tell how
their lives had crossed on more
than one occasion.
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As Operations Officer in HMS
Albion - a Coryimando ship - I
was given perrlitission by the
Captain to spend the day in
my cabin on the
Day Of Alonement. AI about
11 o'alock I was surprised by
a heavy lmock on the door and
was greeted by the NAAFI
canteen manager.
``Sir, I didn't know you

were Jewish -so am 1! "
He came in and spent
"C¥e¥h¥¥°E¥ftc:°i=T¥e;:: some time with me
tine. He describes in detail his family
life, his long Naval career with service
in so many countries, his retirement
from the Royal Navy after 28 years
service and his work for the family
company, in the Far East and in many
other countries.
I know that it is unusual for a Jew to
spend his main career in the services.
This book describes how his career was

actually enhanced by his Jewish
background, by his religious devotion
and by taking up Hebrew linguistic
skills and services as liaison with
Israeli forces. Tyler describes, in
outline, his own skills of leadership
and participation in so many
communal and religious organisations.
It is difficult to keep pace with his
travels, his happy family, his naval and
business activities and his participation
in Refomi Jewish, ex-service and local
affairs.
Tyler describes our. personal
connections and family friendship
since we only lived a few houses away
in our childhood days. Our parents
played bridge together and had family
connections. Both our finilies went to
Upper Berkeley Street Reform
Synagogue. So it is not surprising that
we have kept in touch and visited each
other for over 70 years.
I, too, went into the services from
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- but he did not offer
me anything to eat.
school and also enjoyed my career in
the Royal Marines. My wife, Janet and
I met Alan and Jill several times in
different parts of the world.
We both enjoyed service life and, in
our own way, promoted Judaism by
observing Jewish customs and the
Jewish calendar when appropriate,
which kept our colleagues aware that
we were Jewish. Today, both Alan and
I are active in work for the Jewish

Alan Tyler

Committee for HM Forces. It is
satisfying to help the Rev Malcolm
Weisman OBE in his non-stop work
for Jewish persormel in IIM Forces
wherever they are serving, as well as
his additional work for the smaller
Jewish communities around the British
Isles.

From nearly 30 years of service in
the Royal Marines, I have accumulated
a large number of amusing anecdotes.
I had a variety of service - as all Royal
Marines have - starting with command
of assault landing craft in the
Yugoslavian territory in 1944, working
with Royal Marine Commandos, Army
Commandos and Tito's partisans. All
of the raids were against German-held
positions on the islands of the Adriatic
and the adjoining mainland. My first
raid, to an island about 40 niiles away
from our base, was with a Royal
Marine Commando troop - led by an
MC-decorated Captain - with whom I
had been to school in Hampstead. He
was also Jewish. This unique raid commanded by two Jewish Royal
Marine officers - was for the history
book, because the Gerlnans had left
the island before we arrived and we
were invited by the inhabitants to stay
for a party. The other raids were
different, as the enemy was there and
they fired at us and did not offer us any
hospitality.
After my service in the Adriatic I
Continued on next page
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was sent to northern Italy and later,
having received the DSC decoration,
the unit was sent back to the UK. I then
volunteered for a Special Service unit
whose first operation was called - after
the war -the "Cockleshell Heroes". At
the end of the war I was selected to
take a course to become a Regular
Officer. This was completed in 1946

and I became the Training Officer for
units that later became known as the
Special Boat Service. I had teams in
Germany, Malta, North Africa and,
eventually, the Far East.
During my service in Malta, Janet
visited me on her way back to England
from Israel and we became engaged
and were married in Upper Berkeley
Street Synagogue. On my return to
the UK, appointed to a Royal Marine
unit at Poole, we became Poole/

Bournemouth residents and were
almost founder members of the
Boumemouth Reform Synagogue.
After a long tour at sea, commanding
the Royal Marine detachment in IIMS
Eagle, I again served at Poole. By this
time we had two sons and the younger
was the first child to be blessed in the
newly-built Reform Synagogue.
I was then sent with family to the
USA for a year with the US Marine
Corps. Rabbi David Seligson, who had
married my cousin Minnie Cohen and
lived in New York, came down to
Virginia to take a service for the US
Marines at their establishment, staying
with us for the weekend. It was a most
interesting year during which we
travelled all around the North
American continent. Ih7hen we were on
the West Coast, having crossed

Canada, I was told that my next
appointment was to be in Malaya. We
crossed the Pacific and on the way saw
Alan in Hong Kong.
The Borneo crisis flared and I was
sent there, visiting the family in
Malaya only a few times. We also
visited the famous I\drs Nissin, as Alan
had told us all about her and her Friday
right welcome to all Jewish people.
I rose to Lieutenant Colonel and had
staff appointments in Plymouth,
London and Portsmouth, as well as
Poole, and had much to do with the
Special Boat Service. I was in touch

with the Jewish communities wherever
I went and was made very welcome by
them all.
I still keep in contact through the
Royal Marine Association (RMA) and
am the President of the RMA Poole
and District Branch. I am a Life
Member of the Association of Jewish
Ex Service Men and Women (AJEX)
national committee, am on the Council
at Boumemouth, as well as being
Chairman of the Jewish Committee of

1" Forces.
After my service career I spent some
time as Bursar at Carmel College and
then Financial Adviser specialising in
helping elderly people with Home
Income Plans. The latter involved
travelling around the country to make
sure that they fully understood all of
the advantages or disadvantages of the
plan most suitable for them.
One of my main recollections of my
career-as1amsurewithAlanTyleris the great assistance I had in my
service days from all people knowing
that I was Jewish and how I was
included in so many activities. I was
frequently asked to read the lesson at a
church service if it came from the Old
Testament. Once, as Operations
Officer in IIMS Albion -a Cominando
ship - I was given permission by the
Captain to spend the day in my cabin
on the Day of Atonement. At about 11
o'clock I was surprised by a heavy
knock on the door. I opened the door
and was greeted by the NAAFI canteen
manager. "Sir, I didn't know you were
Jewish - so am 1!" He came in and
spent some time with me - but he did
not offer me anything to eat. When I
was in HMS Eagle, I was flown off the
ship and allowed to spend two days in
Tel Aviv with my brother-in-law for
the Jewish New Year. I also spent
much time with a Jewish family when
the ship was in Gibraltar. I have been
to synagogues and cemeteries in many
countries around the world - in the
USA, Canada, Australia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, South Africa, Gibraltar
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and in Israel.

My late father, after his First World
War service and the award of MC, was
one of the founder members of AJEX.
My elder brother was a pilot in the
RAF and my younger brother was in
the Royal Navy during his service. My
wife, Janet, was an officer in the
WAAF. Like Alan and his finiily, we
not only travelled around the world,
but, like hin, we are Cheerful and

Contented I
LT COL PETER DAVIS DSC RM wczs a #ear
neighbour Of Alan Tyler in the 1920s and has

kept "alongside " -to use a nautical term -ever
since. He had his career in the Royal Marines
and is now heavily involved in Ex Service Associchon work, both Rayal Marines and AJEX,
and has been a member Of Reform Synagogues
all his life, at Bournemouth since the 1950s.

QtmEN ANNE's BouNTy
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Ame
in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to form the
Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,
solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients
business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LHVIS GOLDEN & CO
Chatered Accouutanls and Registered Auditors
40 QtJEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 7313

FAcsll\mE: o2o 758o 2179
EMAIL: FCA@Lewis-Golden.Co.uk
Neil Benson FCA Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA Graham Kinch

Rabbinic Course
Closing date for application is
December 31 2000
for October 2001 ifltake

Hebrew &Jewish Studies
BA & MA (full-time & part-time)
studies available
Occasioflal students welcome
Courses indude: Bible, Midrash,
Talmud, Codes, Comparative Religion,

Jewish History, Philosophy, Liturgy,
Pra,yer, Life-Cycle

For further details
please contact the Registrar:

Leo Baeck College,
80 East Efld Road, London N3 2SY
Tel: 020 8349 4525
Fax: 020 8343 2558
e-mail:

Leo-Baeck-College@mailbex.ulcc.ac.uk
or visit our site:
www.Ib-college.demon.co.uk

Companies & Individuals need to bc
aware of problems that could jeopardize
the prosperity of their business.
As auditors, financial strategists and

general commercial advisers, we
control those problems, delivering

problems Companies 8c Individuals have
to face.

•E

To control your prosperity contact
Robert Green or Anthony Pins on
020 7794 5611 or fax us for further
information on 020 7431 1109.

Nyman Libson Paul
CHAFITERED ACCOUNTANTS

Regina House,

124 Finchley Road, London NW3 5JS

Email: mail@nymanlibsonpaul.co.uk

Website: www.nymanlibsonpaul.co.uk

BUSINESS & TAX ADVISERS
RogrsLered 1o carry on andlt `rork and authodsed to cany on lmestmem busmess by the lnsttula ol Chartered Accountants iri England a Wales
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ON iEwlsH NEclrs
POST-HOLOCAUST JEWRY IN
CENTRAL EUR.OPE - A
PERSPECTIVE FROM INSIDE
by Ruzena Tkacova, M.D., Ph.D.

Dedicated to the memory Of ray

feLther, Professor Ernest Jucovic

Europe reacted to the
MANYHolocaust
JEWS IN and
CENTRAL
to the
totalitarian regimes that followed the
Second World War with their Jewish
identity broken, with a lack of faith
and a withdrawal from Jewish life and
observance.
How are these phenomena seen,
perhaps even judged, by us, their
descendants and by the Jewish
community outside those countries
formerly under the Soviet sphere of
influence? But, primarily, how are they
viewed by the Central European
survivors themselves? Their inability
to adhere to Judaism, to the Jewish
way of life, is perceived by many of
the aging Central European survivors
as a failure or weakness, and they are
left with feelings of guilt from this
weakness. The reaction of us, the
second
generation,
is
best
characterized by Rabbi Dow Mamiur
as "anguish". Here in Toronto, people
tell me they are left with a sense of
loss, but also with the perception that

years and that would also provide a
positive basis for the future.
Let us imagine a Holocaust survivor
in Central Europe during the
totalitarian regimes. In the old Jewish
City of Prague, the ma].estic
synagogues do not serve the
community. They become museums,
and are supposed to be visited only by
tourists. There you can see an elderly

Holocaust survivor, sitting in the front
of a synagogue, checking entrance
tickets. The predominant language of
the curious visitors is German, The
woman never looks up, always looks
down. Let this single image of her be
an arcbetype of the Holocaust survivor
during the communist regime, since
she would exemplify them all.
The woman in front of the deserted
synagogue is left not only with Job's
question "Why?" but also with the
evenmoreagonizingquestionofGod's
existence. Rabbi Telushkin, talking
about theodicy2, draws a parallel
between the question "Why did not
God destroy the death camps?" and the
question "Where was God when the
untold number of male Jewish babies
were drowned in the Nile?". This
parallel of two generations separated
by 3000 years, but both living at times
when God was perceived to be
`withdrawn' , stimulated me to view the

forty years of wandering in the desert
during the Exodus and post-Holocaust
spiritual wandering in Central Europe
as two linked phenomena. I also
underline that what I am driving at is
not the act of liberation, but what
happened afterwards during the forty
years in the desert. There are at least
four obvious parallels.
1. During communism, synagogues
were effectively closed. As a Jew in
the desert needed a Tabernacle, "a
tangible symbol of God's presence

such a denial of yz.ddz.£fe4ez.Z and

Judaism is somewhat beyond their
understanding.
I believe that neither of these
reactions is particularly healthy, and
certainly neither offers a positive
prospect for the future. Therefore I
have attempted to find an altemate
perception of the post-Holocaust
situation in Central Europe, a
perception that would help all better to
understand the situation of Central
European Jewry during the past fifty
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ForprofessorErnestJucovic,boththeshochandlifeinthecommunist
regimewerethesourceoflirhitlessan>cietyandspiritwalcortradictious.
Nevertheless, his last words to his grandchildren were: "It is good to
be a Jew " .
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for people whose link to God had
been broken" (Cassuto3), so the Jews
who survived the bestiality of the
Holocaust with their relationship to
God broken, needed a synagogue but it was closed. However, a
synagogue is not only the place
where one can relate to God, it is
also the only homeland for a
Diaspora Jew, the only place where
he is within his own community,
and is safe. The destiny of PostHolocaust Central European Jewry
- their synagogues inaccessible,
their homelands inaccessible - is
remarkably similar to the destiny of
the generation freed from Egyptian
bondage also deprived from entering
their homeland.
2. Another parallel lies in the circumstances under which the two
generations lived. History tells us
that Amalek struck from the back at
the weakest Jews in the Exodus
generation during their journey
through the desert. Similarly, Holocaust survivors in Central Europe
lived in a system that also struck

from behind, and struck at the
weakest. Threats were everywhere,
every minute, but nothing obviously bad (e.g., imprisonment etc.)
was happening. The system posed
a threat such that people were
paralysed, their personal integrity
was broken but, provided they did
not speck out, they were not in
direct danger. The threat did not
come to one face-to-face, it came
from behind: no one knew which
of his acts, conversations, or phone
calls would be retrieved by the
secret police. Potentially, by affiliating with fellow Jews, observing
Jewish rituals, or expressing a
positive attitude towards Israel,
one could lose one's job or be
denied access to higher education.
However, no one knew what the
specific consequences would be.
Once I asked someone to specify
what was the worst thing about
communist anti-Semitism. The
answer was the threat that consequences for disobedience of the
system's unspoken rules would be

held against the weakest, against
survivors' Jewish children. In a
spiritual sense, the communist
system was an Amalekian system.
3. In addition, history provides us with
another, striking parallel: Jews
wandered in the desert for forty
years. And it took exactly forty
years from the time the
concentration camps were freed to
the time when Gorbachev came to
power and synagogues were
reopened from Spring 1945 to
Spring 1985.

4. And finally, but probably most
importantly, those survivors of
vicious killings living in a desert,
their homeland inaccessible, with
Amalek behind their backs were too
weak to keep their Jewish faith,
whether 3000 years ago or just a
few decades ago,
The central questions are: What was
God's reaction to the building of the
golden calf or, in modem words, to the
withdrawal from Judaism and
Jewishness of the desert generation?
And what happened next? These are
crucial questions since they may
provide us with an understanding of
what should, and I believe will, be the
outcome of the recent Central
European Jewish situation.
God was angry. Nevertheless, God
never implied that worshipping the
golden calf gave Pharaoh the victory.
As Gunther Plaut wrote in his
commentary: This was the time when
"the newly liberated people struggle
to understand their God, as it were,
and God struggles to understand His
people."4

Pinhas Synagogue in Prague. Reproduced from The Precious Legaey: Judaic
Treasures, from the Czechoslovak State Collections. New York, Summit Books,
Altshuler Dc[vid (ed.), 1983.
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If building the golden calf is a story
of "human dimensions, a story of
human anxiety and restlessness"5 then
it is this human dimension that God
struggles to understand. What is the
result of God's struggle? The
generation surviving Pharaoh's
bestiality is to wander in the desert;
unable to build a free society, it is not
allowed to enter Canaan. From their
destiny (or this God's decision), we
can imply that the wandering in the
desert for forty years of the survivors
of Pharaoh's bestiality was for some
reason necessary in order for the next
generations to fully accept the Torah
and thus to survive as Jews. Ivho
fashioned the Tabemacle? Bezalel ben
Uri ben Hur, a man of the third
generation after Pharaoh. Thus the
Jewish destiny to wander in no-man's
land for forty years after surviving
human bestiality has roots in a human
dimension, a human reaction to human
Continued on next page
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bestiality, whether 3000 or a few years
ago.

From the perspective that there has
to be a certain delay between killing
and renewal to impose Fackenheim's
614th commandment on a Central
European Holocaust survivor is
incorrect. To imply that the lonely old
woman sitting in the front of a nonfunctioning synagogue might have
given Hitler his posthumous victory is
wounding, non-productive and adds to
her misery.
There is one major difference
betweenthepost-PharaohandthepostHolocaust generations. That is the
3000 years of collective Jewish
memory. The Jew in the desert
historically was the first to learn to
know the newly revealed God, and
therefore his weakness in building the
golden calf did not leave him with
feelings of guilt. Three thousand years
later, Jewish memory leaves those who
abandon God, abandon Judaism and
their roots, with profound guilt and
misery. However, it is exactly this
Jewish memory that could and should
be the means to overcome the postHolocaust crisis in Jewry that survived
totalitarian regimes ,
This brings me to complete the
picture of the woman in the front of the
Prague synagogue. As I see her every
day looking down, her back bent, her
heart apparently broken, suddenly not knowing from where this impulse
comes - I just want to send her a
message that I am there, that this
synagogue is not deserted, that a young
Jew may one day come. I just say
"hello" in Czech. She lifts her head for
the first time and our eyes meet. I know
that she understands and she smiles...
She taught me, an illiterate Jew, a
lesson. Or God has taught me this
lesson - the same one that can be
derived from studying Exodus and the
whole of Jewish history? The lesson
has two messages. First, although it
does not seem that the generation that
survived the killings, in the words of
the mystics, "lifts sparks"6, it does.
Holocaust survivors lift sparks that are

hidden in the potential that they gave
to us, their children. And the second
message is that it is up to us, and up to
our children, to fulfil this potential for
renewal.
I wish that the survivors' generation
in Central Europe, by being closer to
the Torah and by understanding the
Jewish past, could forgive themselves
their weakness and find peace of mind.
Understanding who we are - a people
with human dimension - and when we
are on the map of history, may help to
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understand where we go. Thus may
Holocaust survivors trust that we, their
children and grandchildren, will find a

way back to Judaism .
1 D. Marmur. 0# Be;.ng a Jew. ,4 J2e/or7#
Perspec#.ve. Holy Blossom Temple,
Toronto.1994, p.I 16.

2 J. Telushkin. Jewish literacy, William
Morrow and Company, Inc. New York.
1991, p.554.

3 U. Cassuto. In: W. Gunther Plaut. Zlfee
Torah. A modern Coirrmentary. Exod:us.

Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, New York. 1983, p.299.
4 W. Gunther Plaut. 77ie ro7iafe. ,4

modern Commentary. Exodus. Uiron
of American Hebrew Congregations.
New York. 1983, p.366.
5 W. Gunther Plaut. 77ie rorcrfe.
A modern Commentary. Exodus.

Union of American Hebrew
Congregations. New York. 1983, p.367.
6 H. TNct"e;I, 9 1/2 Mystics. The Kabbala

unsuitable for the United Kingdom. It
should be acceptable for persons of
other religions or no religion to convert
to Judaism after appropriate study.
This has been possible as far back as
biblical times. But the thought of
setting up our own Conversion
Department fills me with horror.
The Council of Christians and Jews
and The Three Faiths Forum are
organisations where the different
religions work together, study
together, and with mutual 'respect
accept that there is more than one path
to God. There is no proselytisation. A
significant recent event is the Papal
regret at past Catholic cruelties
towards other religions.
After all these moves forward, it
would surely be unthinkable for
Progressive Judaism to be the people
to put the religious clock back .

rod¢);. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

John M Davis
London Nwl I

New York. 1969, p.65-66.

RUZENA TKACOVA, MD, PH.D, was boj7!
in Czechoslovakia. She currently works as a

Clinical Research Fellow at the Uriverstry of
Toronto. SJ.e recently joined the Holy Blossom
Temple whose ser[j,or rabbi, Dow Mc[:rmur, is a
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MISSION
OWARDS TEE END OF TIH
Winter Editorial (h4:4NZVA 66)

came the word Mission, which
has a peculiar effect on me. So I
marked the word and put down the
magazine.
Mission has always meant to me
"Mission to the Jews", "Conversion",
"Inquisition" and other underhand
methods of attempting conversion. A
Christian friend once attempted a
conversion job on me, and that sealed
my non-acceptance of the word.
Recently, a charity in which I am
closely involved decided it was time to
have its own Mission Statement. We
did develop something, but due to my
pressure, called it Aims.
Ten days later I continued with
h44jvN4 and got stuck into "Millions
of Converts" by Rabbi Dana Evans
Kaplan. Here was my `thing' about
Conversion tuned on its head. Now it
was to be Jews doing the conversion
job. Is it to be called rmssion to the
Christians?
Strange things happen in the United
States. But some would be totally

the clains of numerous `new religious
movements', which are as foreign to
Judaism as they are to Christianity.
In sharp contrast to Rabbi Jacqueline
Tabick's immensely moving - and
intensely Jewish - review of Rabbi
Nina Beth Cardin's book in the
previous issue, that letter simply refers
to some spiritual healing based on a
`simple ritual', which cannot be
revealed except in personal contact in
her healing clinic.
For all I know this ritual, and
Ms Green's activities generally, may
be entirely harmless and ifideed
beneficial. But I happen to know from
bitter personal experience that claims
like hers, which are all too common in
this `New Age', can be most dangerous
and that such practices can destroy
whole families. They may also be
essentially un-Jewish.
Ms Green's letter is inevitably a
form of advertisement for her clinic,
and the clinic's association with the
West London Synagogue, and thus
with RSGB, is bound to suggest that it
has our Movement's approval. This
suggestion is further reinforced by the
publication of the letter in A4:4N^[4.
Unless we can know very much
more about it, I feel strongly that a
very long spoon is indicated .

a)r) Alfred Moritz
Penylan, Cardiff
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AT:?£yT¥b:s:=ca:g¥:s?:T#a:t
out, from Cardiff to Glasgow, from Manchester to Stamford Hill, Golders Green
and Edgware, fathers and grandfathers,
brothers and cousins are being denied call
ups and ark openings at a Bar Mitzvah or
pre-wedding Aufruf for one reason only:
that they are members of Reform, Liberal
or Masorti synagogues.
The rabbis and wardens who administer
these relentless snubs have might on their
side. They cause maximum hurt to others at
minimum cost to themselves. That does not
alter the fact that their weekly actions are

chapters. On closer inspection, he tuned
out to have lived more than a thousand
years before the other Joshua who is so
much better known by his Greek name,
and who was nailed to that cross in
Jerusalem. I scoured the writings of 15
other prophets, from Isaiah and Jeremiah
to Micah and Malachi. But a second Joshua
I could not frod.
I am left with the hard but plain fact that
whatever individual Jews, from the greatest
scholars to the most casual of laymen may
think, in neither Bible nor Talmud does
Jesus figure as prophet, or even teacher.
Rightly or wrongly but factually, in
Judaism he is a non-person.
And that still makes the bridges we try
to build between the two faiths as wobbly
as Lord Foster's structure near London's
cathedral of St Paul - that other Jewish
genius who does not figure in Judaism.

*

mean, malicious and without fea!/crcfez.c

legitimacy.
A quick knock-out blow to ditch these
guerillas lies to band - public outrage. But
that needs the spotlight of publicity every
time a decent grandfather in his seventies
and eighties is so humiliated.
With rare exceptions, that is the weapon
which, like the IRA arms we read about, is

put beyond use. The victims prefer to suffer
in silence rather than spoil a sz.77!cfeczfe even

in retrospect.

Has not the time come for them stoically
to put public weal above private wounds?

*
Judaism with the highest recent
THE profile
ENGLISH
TO
is Santa CONVERT
Palmer-Tomkinson.
Her change of faith through the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue drew about as much
attention as the conversion to Roman
Catholicism of the Duchess of Kent and
the Shadow Home Secretary Anne
Widdecombe with the help of Cardinal
Hume. A little later, with the Prince of
Wales and Ms Parker Bowles in attendance, Santa had a chupah. She married
into the Sebag Montefiores, that old AngloJewish family one of whose other sons took
off in the opposite direction and is a bishop
in the Church of England.
Now Santa has written about her experience. She talks with enthusiasm about the
"simplicity" and "austerity" of Judaism.

Those are not tens that feature in my
Introduction To Judaism lecture. But
doctrinally she may well be right.
But one claim made me rub my eyes.
Santa insists that even during her Anglican
childhood she had not been able to accept
the divinity of Jesus. She regarded him as a
prophet - "as do the Jews".
I checked with my re72czch, my Hebrew
bible. I did find a book of Joshua, with 24
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memorable houses in Venice. It recorded
that Adolfo Ottolenchi had been rabbi of
Venice from 1919 until the day in 1943
when he was hauled away to be killed in a
death camp.
The unashamedly Italian name of this
Italian rabbi clashed so discordantly with
the cultural imperialism of the Lubavitch
movement who have colonised the small
Venetian ghetto with pseudo East
Europeanpro-consulsfromNewYork,and
childish stickers about the Messiah.
And it reminded me of my assimilated
mother and the telephone calls she used to
get from her ultra orthodox grandchildren
in the States. Every time they armounced
that their latest arrival was to be called
Yehoshua Aron, Yaacov Yishai or Yehuda
Eliezer, she would sigh: "How am I ever
going to remember that? Why camot they
just call him Otto."
Little did she realise how Jewish was
that name. At least in Italy.

*

At::e:ups:;:ea:s:;s:shi:vT=T:tn¥ckar:
two more leaving our synagogues this
autumn bad news. The fact that they are
going to another movement makes it even
worse. Until you note that the movement is
English Masorti.
The ability of two of their small or
medium sized congregations to find pay
packagesbeyondthereachofmostReform
or Liberal synagogues ought to keep their
treasurers tossing and tuning through
more than one night.
But ideologically the two major movements have nothing to fear. The Masorti

are all over the place on the issue of
women's equality. At the beginning of the
21st century, that has no appeal to anyone;
And is no threat to anyone, not even to the
dear old United Synagogue.

*
moments of my in-service training
in a little
hall in Milton
0NE came
OF THE
FORMATIVE

Keynes. During the Friday night Kiddush a
12 or 13-year-old came up to ten me of the
fab - and that shows how long ago it was dress she had seen in a shop that week. And
with her piggy bank topped up with an advance of pocket money, she was going to
get it next moming.
On Sfe4!Z7bes? For once my instincts saved

me. "If you now say a word about shopping
on Shabbat," they waned me, `lyou have
lost her forever." So I swallowed my lecture
and continued to listen And ten years on,
she still talks to me, and once in a long
while, still comes to shut.
Faced with the same problem, Israel's
currentinteriorministerNatanshcharansky
wants to add Sundays to the Israeli weekend. That, he hopes, will stop the Shabbat
shopping sprees and communal conflicts.
Someone ought to tell him not to bother.
For the vast majority of Jews, in and out of
Israel, shopping may not add to the sanctity
ofShabbat.Butitmassivelyboostsitso7!eg,
its sheer delight.
Rabbis and ministers - of both kinds might as well know when they are beaten.

AEp£H*fyRIfb#LWAl°#xLgi8
some £3]/2 million over twelve years, it
suddenly plummeted to £5,000, the sort of
sum to which rabbis in the earlier stages of
their careers have to wave an armual
farewell. The nine days' wonder gossip it
provided in and out of the media managed
to fan the embers of a dying anti-Semitism
in this country. Beyond that it raised
unanswered questions about the Sun King
in Downing Street, and those who bask in
his shine or shelter in his shadow. And obvious questions about the source of the leak
remained unasked by all the inquisitorial
Hunphrys and Paxmans.
Weeks later, why does one prayer still
keep popping back into my head: "Lord, oh
Lord, how great is the might of your
accountant, and what is his e-mail dwelling

place?,,.
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF is 772z.72z.srfer a/
Winbledon Synagogue. He previously served

both Liberal and Reform congregations in
Brighton, Reed:ing, Mi:lton Keynes and Ne:wcastle
upon Type. He was trodried at I.eo Baeck College,

and started his full tine rabbirlate as an assistaat
to Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London
Synagogue. He was a Fleet Street journalist
boyore he became a rabbi.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

14 July -27 October 2000
East of Eden
Plecent watercolours from
Israel, the Sinai and Thailand

by Moish Sokal

LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,1.15pm -2.00pm
Autumn 2000 Series: 5 & 19 October, 2,16 & 30 November

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses with Jackie King-Cline
from 3 October - 19 December
Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm and 1.30pm -4.00pm

WATERCOLOU F] CLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gevertz
from 27 September - 29 November
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm

